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Road Trip!
Breman Museum staffers
recently visited commu-
nities in Alabama, col-
lecting remarkable stories
and artifacts along the
way.

Page 45

Remembering
the Rescuers
This year on Yom
HaShoah, Atlanta’s
Jewish community will
honor those who risked
their lives to save others.

By Ron Feinberg
Page 18 

Seeking
Higher Ground
In a time of divisive rhet-
oric, longtime Atlanta
religious leaders of dif-
ferent faiths have come
together to blog about the
things we share.

By Carolyn Gold
Page  17

Kids Helping
Kids
Local teens are conduct-
ing soccer clinics for
children with high-func-
tioning autism and
Asperger’s syndrome.

Page 20 

Old China
Hands
Ex-pats come together
and reminisce about
everyday life in their for-
mer home.

By Balfoura Friend Levine
Page 9

A Boy, a Dog,
and The New
York Times
Melissa Faye Greene’s feature
in The New York Times
Magazine brings national
attention to Iyal Winokur and
his service dog, Chancer.

Page 19

Atlanta’s very own Jewish Antiques Appraisal
Show, featuring Jonathan Greenstein, the nation’s pre-
eminent Judaica dealer, is coming to town on Sunday,
March 25. Jonathan Greenstein began collecting Judaica

at the age of 14, while work-
ing part time at an antique
store in Brooklyn. He even-
tually turned his lifelong pas-
sion into a business dealing
with collecting and selling
Judaica. He is often called
upon by museum curators,
large auction houses, and
major collectors to authenti-
cate items. 

The Jewish Antiques
Appraisal Show, presented

by The Amit Program, is a community celebration hon-
oring Helen Hackworth, of Sandy Springs, Brenda
Benamy Lewis, of Dunwoody, and Sylvia Schwartz, of
Sandy Springs, for their contributions to special educa-
tion in the Atlanta Jewish community. Each of these
women has played an important role in educating gener-
ations of children who learn differently, paralleling the
mission of The Amit Program.

Since 2001, Amit has been the central resource in
the Jewish community for special education. Offering a
wide range of educational services and family support,
Amit strives to ensure that students with special needs
can reach their individual potential while learning in a
Jewish environment and can be integrated into the com-
munity.

Dig out the family heirlooms
Kiddush Cup,

circa 1860,
engraved in
Hebrew: “in
honor of the

Holy Sabbath.”
Includes the

former ownerʼs
name Shalom

Joseph
Scheinber

Jonathan Greenstein See HEIRLOOMS, page 7

Happy PassoverHappy Passover

By David Geffen 

“My fascination with the Haggadah began at Seder in my childhood when, for a brief
moment, adults listened to me shakily sing the four questions.”

That was the special beginning for Rabbi Stuart Geller, a 70-year-old resident of
Jerusalem born in Denver. “I have attended many a Seder since those early days. But it was
only when my teacher, Rabbi Eugene Mihaly, of Hebrew Union College, showed us that the
Haggadah was a giant lesson plan that I realized the story it contained could have many spir-
itual and educational components. I believe that it was then, also, that I decided to collect
Haggadot of all types and use them to tell the Passover tale.”

When Rabbi Stuart Geller was the spiritual leader of The Temple, in Cleveland, in the
early ‘70s, he acquired his first Haggadah. A native of Denver, he had participated in sedarim
with his grandparents, using the Haggadot from Bloch Publishers. He wanted more fascinat-
ing volumes for his table and for him, his wife, and their children. 

A rabbi’s obsession yields
a marvelous collection

See HAGGADAH, page 11

The Four Sons and The Family at the Seder, The Szyk Haggadah, Author Szyk.
Reproduced with the cooperation of Historicana, publisher of the new edition
of The Szyk Haggadah, www.szykhaggadah.com. Composite by Jonathan Paz
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The appreciation of freedom from
Egyptian bondage that we celebrate at
this time of the year is both a thanksgiv-
ing for the removal of the shackles of
bondage and a memorial to the benefi-
cence bestowed upon the Jewish people
by God.

From the concepts and laws of our
secular state, our human philosophy, and
the overriding canopy of our understand-
ing of humanity as instilled by our
Judaism, we are raised with the under-
standing of the need for the just treatment
of others. To us, forced subjugation, in
whatever form it may take, is an abhor-
rent concept. 

Those who live under affliction uni-
laterally imposed upon them have no
need to be reminded of pain, suffering,
and degradation resulting from such a
state of existence. Fortunately, most of us
have not lived in such a society, so it is
important to be reminded whence we
came and to whom we owe thanks, and
this we do each year during Passover.

The holiday is focused on the partic-
ulars of deliverance from forced repres-
sion and servitude, but the full purpose is

to be a constant reminder to future gener-
ations of the need to resist the human
frailty of suppression of others. While we
are lesser creatures than God, our
acknowledgment of what was done for us
is to be as a reminder of our obligation to
strive to serve others with the same devo-
tion.

So as the Jews around the world ful-
fill the biblical injunction to recall in rev-
erence and celebration the wondrous acts
performed by God to free us from
Pharaonic enslavement, let us also
remember our total obligations. To bor-
row a phrase from Paul Harvey, the
famous radio broadcaster for ABC Radio,
we need to remember “The Rest of the
Story.” 

Unlocking the subjugating bindings
grants freedom, but with this freedom

comes the responsibility to take advan-
tage of this status to provide for our-
selves. The bird that is unleashed from its
cage flies out into the world free to go and
do what it wants; however, implicit in this
is its need for it to provide for sustenance
and shelter.

During the centuries that the
Israelites lived in Egypt, they had become
dependent on the system to provide for
them. In Exodus we read that during the
initial wilderness wanderings, there was a
grumbling against Moses and Aaron
when the community said to them, “If
only we had died by the hand of the Lord
in the land of Egypt, when we sat by the
fleshpots, when we ate our fill of bread!”
And now that they were no longer
enslaved and were responsible for their
own fate, they forgot the suffering that
they had endured while in bondage.

Freedom from bondage is a release
from forced servitude; however, it is only
a portion of the lifestyle change that went
along with the change in status. In cele-
brating this epoch event in the lives of our
forebears, let us remember the responsi-

bility, opportunity, and challenges that go
hand-in-hand with this freedom. We are
responsible for providing for the widow,
the orphan, and the needy, but the able-
body person is required to seek employ-
ment, regardless of the level or type of
work to be performed. There is no entitle-
ment to a person who is able to find and
perform work; there is only an obligation
on the part of a giver for tzedakah.

This year, when you open the door
for Elijah, think about what doors of
opportunities have been opened to us and
our responsibility to walk through these
doors to provide for our families and the
needy. We, too, have been freed of many
of the societal and economic impedi-
ments that had been placed in the way of
our ancestors, and, as we rejoice in what
God did for us in Egypt, remember to
rejoice in the continuing opportunities
that have befallen us during our lifetime.

Freedom is the gift that has been
given to us; what we do with this freedom
is the responsibility and challenge that
goes with this gift. 
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The obligation to give does not translate into the right to receive

Over 250 guests attended a January
18 special event at The Doris and Alex
Weber Jewish Community High School,
honoring Felicia Weber and Carol Nemo,
as the school launched its first endowment
drive. Now 15 years old and with a grow-
ing enrollment, Weber will center its
endowment fundraising efforts on The
Carol Nemo Endowed Tuition Assistance
Fund and The Friends of Felicia Weber
Endowed Unrestricted Fund, which repre-
sent the school’s top funding priorities.

Carol Nemo and Felicia Weber

The Weber School, which has over
230 students, has realized near steady
growth since it was founded in 1997. The
school launched its endowment drive to
further strengthen and enrich its values-
based, college preparatory program and

address the continuing economic chal-
lenges of paying private school tuition.
The two endowment funds will at first
generate modest returns, but over time will
spin off a more significant stream of fund-
ing to accomplish these objectives. 

Weber’s goal is to raise at least $1
million in private support to fund the two
endowments this year. It hopes to raise a
total of $5 million over the next few years.
Ultimately, it would like to see its total
endowment spin off at least a million dol-
lars a year. Strong endowments enable
schools to respond to both planned and
unplanned needs and opportunities, and—
like businesses with strong balance
sheets—remain nimble and strong. As of
mid-January, Weber had raised approxi-
mately $525,000.

The school enlisted well-respected
members of the community to lead the
January 18 special event, which was called
“Securing a Legacy.” Its honorary co-
chairs were Tova and Mark Cohen, Carol
and Larry Cooper, Lisa Galanti and Hal
Rabinowitz, and Marilyn and Rabbi
Donald Tam. Its co-chairs were Gita and
Steve Berman, Sara and Robert Franco,
and Glenda and David Minkin. The Host
Committee included an extensive list of
supporters.

Speaking of Carol Nemo and Felicia
Weber at the event, Head of School Sim
Pearl said, “These two lionesses have been

stalwart supporters of Weber, true believ-
ers in the value of Jewish education, gen-
erous with their time and their talents.
Felicia Weber is one of Weber’s co-
founders and past board presidents who
played a pivotal role in the school’s ability
to move to its permanent campus. Carol
Nemo, an early advocate and supporter
with a firm commitment to tuition assis-
tance, has been a member of Weber’s
Board for 14 years and remains a member
of its Council of Advisors.”

To further honor Carol Nemo and
Felicia Weber, the school also commis-
sioned two artworks, which were recently
installed in the front of the school. Five
Weber students, working under the special
guidance of Weber Judaics and
Humanities teacher Barbara Rosenblit and
local arts educator Sheila Miller, created
the pieces. Based on hours of oral histories
taken by the students, the large, mixed-
media sculptures are moving, colorful, and
sometimes fanciful expressions of each
woman’s history and personality. 

The Weber School is actively seeking
contributions to either or both of the newly
named endowed funds. Information for
potential donors, as well as a brief video
produced for the special event, can be
found at www.weberschool.org/giving.
For more information or to make a gift,
call The Weber School at 404-917-2500 x
120. 

Weber launches first endowment drive,
honors two women leaders
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THE AMAZING ADELINE GILSON. One
of our favorite people, a genuine role model
and source of inspiration for so many, is
Adeline Gilson, still beautiful youthful,
lively, and as active as anyone we know.

She doesn’t want us to mention her cur-
rent age, so we won’t, but we can note that
she was born in June 1917. You do the
math.

Adeline loves to go out dancing at Stix
& Steaks (formerly Chopstix restaurant) on
Roswell Road near Wieuca, three or four
nights a week. 

She walks for 30 minutes every day,
while talking on the phone to her lovely and
delightful gal pal and neighbor, Brownie
Clinton. On Monday, she plays Mah Jongg;
Tuesday, she does tai chi; Wednesday,
weather permitting, is golf at Chastain Park;
and Thursday, bridge with her partners of
25 years Jean Dreyfus, Barbara Tschappat,
Ina Robinson, and Gladys Schussel. Plus
dinner at various restaurants all around
town.

We don’t know how she does it. If we
go to the bank and the dry cleaners, we have
to come home and take a nap.

Adeline was a championship bowler
(averaging an amazing 200) on the team at
the Standard Club, to which she and her late
husband of 63 years, Irving, belonged for
38 years. Irving was the first to manufacture
plus-size “missy” style dresses. He planned
his career to retire at 40 so he could enjoy
the rest of his life, and did so, living to the
wonderful old age of 92. He would have
been 100 this year.

On her birthday and their anniversary,
Irving would always write Adeline a poem,
and they had their own corner table at the
restaurant at the Ritz Carlton.

“He had it figured out,” says Adeline.
“He was the best man of anyone in the
whole world.” Adeline is also very proud of
her granddaughter Marni, a Delta flight
attendant, who fortunately inherited
Adeline’s looks and is one of Atlanta’s most
gorgeous gals. (Available, too.) Marni says
that her “Nana,” as she calls her, “is an
amazing woman; she’s friends with every-

one. I know so many girls who wanna be
like Adeline.”

Adeline says her philosophy is “Live
every day; you never know what tomorrow
will bring.” Brownie says her favorite say-
ing of Adeline’s is, “Don’t get upset. Things
could always be worse.”

In our case, things usually do get
worse. But we admire Adeline’s wisdom,
which seems as abundant as her energy.

JEFF TEPLIS WINS BRONZE STAR IN
IRAQ. Betsy Teplis has been kvelling about
her distinguished grandson, First Lieutenant
Jeff Teplis, who was awarded the Bronze
Star for meritorious service, while serving
with the United States Army in Iraq, with
the 9th Field Artillery’s 1st Battalion. And
while Jeff was there, his wife, Ashley, a stu-
dent at Armstrong Atlantic State University,
was awarded the Marne Spirit Award and
the Honorable Order of Molly Pitcher for
her outstanding volunteer service and dedi-
cation to the soldiers and their families. 

Jeff is the son of Julie and Robert
Teplis and the grandson of Betsy Teplis and
Dr. Paul Teplis. Jeff and Ashley are won-
derful role models and authentic heroes to
our community.

And speaking of Jewish soldiers, the
Jewish War Veterans survey of Iraq/Afghan
casualties find that (as of last fall) there
have been 44 Jewish soldiers killed in
action (13 officers, 31 enlisted), mostly
from the Army and Marines, and including
two women.

In addition, Airman 1st Class Matthew
Ryan “Matt” Seidler and two colleagues
were killed recently by an improvised
explosive device in Southern Afghanistan.
As reported by the Baltimore Jewish Times,

Matt was buried on January 17 in Arlington
National Cemetery. 

We honor and thank all of our brave
soldiers and veterans for their sacrifices and
service to our country.

Ashley (third from left) is awarded
the Marne Spirit Award.

TEMPLE SINAI’s SPECTACULAR
EVENING. If you like dancing, schmooz-
ing, great food, wine, cocktails, and auc-
tions—all for a great cause—you will real-
ly enjoy “Spectacular Evening of
Entertainment,” Saturday, March 24, at
Temple Sinai. 

The evening includes “Dancing with
the Sinai Stars,” featuring Jan Epstein,
Howard Feinsand, Michael Feldman,
Debbie Kuniansky, Rebecca Levenberg,
Bill Loventhal, Brian Satisky, and Donna
Weinstock. Chaired by Barbara Babbit and
Nicole Zitron, the event will help support
programming, scholarships, and education
for Temple Sinai’s community.

For more information or reservations,
visit www.templesinaiatlanta.org.

THE JEWISH ROOTS OF DEADWOOD.
Renowned urologist Dr. Joe Haas (the
childhood pal we called JoJo) and wife
Emilie were recently visiting out West and
stopped in legendary Deadwood, South
Dakota. There, they had lunch at Kevin
Costner’s restaurant, next door to the
Number Ten Saloon, where gunfighter,
scout, and lawman of the Old West, Wild
Bill Hickok, was shot and killed while play-
ing poker. Talk about a losing hand.

Fortunately, no one took a shot at Joe
or Emilie. (That’s more likely to happen in
Atlanta.) And much to their surprise, they
came across a huge plaque in the middle of
town thanking the Jewish pioneers who
founded Deadwood and started many of the
stores there that are still in business. Who
knew? There’s even a Goldberg’s—but it’s
a grocery store instead of a great deli, like
we have here in Atlanta. Still, it must have
made Emilie and Joe feel right at home,
having something named Goldberg’s near-
by when they were so far from home.

THE BREMAN MUSEUM’S NEW
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
Congratulations to Aaron Berger, our new
executive director—only the second in its
history—of The Breman Jewish Heritage &

Holocaust Museum, known affectionately
to one and all as The Breman. 

The Board conducted a nationwide
search for its next leader; but as noted by
Board President Spring Asher, “We found
the right person right here in Atlanta.”

He is the former director of the
Marietta/Cobb Museum of Art, where,
among other things, he created wonderful
educational programs for the 14,000 ele-

mentary students
who visit the
museum every
year.

Later, he was
named director
of the Albany
( G e o r g i a )
Museum of Art,
making him one
of the youngest
directors in the
country, at age
30, to lead a
n a t i o n a l l y
a c c r e d i t e d
museum. In
2005, it was

named Institution of the Year by the
Georgia Association of Museums and
Galleries.

The Breman excels at Holocaust
remembrance and history, as well as its pro-
grams and exhibits on the rich history of
Atlanta’s Jewish community and old fami-
lies. It is a real treasure to our community,
and we are sure Aaron will take it to new
heights.

HONORING ANN AND JAY DAVIS.
Congratulations to Ann and Jay Davis and
their son, Richard, who were named the
2012 Torch Gala Citizens of the Year by the
Georgia Chapter of the Crohn’s & Colitis
Foundation. 

Some 450 supporters showed up at the
Torch Gala in January at the
InterContinental Hotel in Buckhead, to
honor them for their hard work and dedica-
tion to the CCFA and other community
organizations. They have long been devoted

Reg
Regenstein

BY

What’s
HAPPENING

See HAPPENING, page 6
Adeline Gilson celebrates her birth-
day

Jeff Teplis (center) receives his
Bronze Star.

The Bremanʼs Aaron
Berger

Richard, Ann, and Jay Davis
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fundraisers, volunteers, and supporters of
CCFA and many other valuable community
groups, joining planning committees, lead-
ing fundraising efforts, and supporting spe-
cial events and campaigns. 

The gala raised over $400,000 just that
evening, with silent and live auctions, din-
ner, and dancing to High Cotton Orchestra.

Overall, the Torch Gala has raised
more than $5.5 million towards the cure
and prevention of Crohn’s disease and
ulcerative colitis, as well as helping
improve the quality of life of children and
adults affected by these very painful, incur-
able, and lifelong digestive diseases that
can have life-threatening complications.

We had the great pleasure of growing
up across the street from Jay’s wonderful
family in the 1940s and ‘50s, on Springdale
Road, in Druid Hills, with his sister, Dulcy,
and parents, Adele and Al. They were the
first folks we knew to get a TV, and we still
remember how excited Dulcy was the day
Jay was born!

BARRY FLINK INDUCTED. Beta
Gamma Sigma has formally inducted
Dunwoody resident Barry Flink, executive
vice president and partner of Flex HR Inc.,
as an honorary member of the international
business schools honor society at
Kennesaw State University. This is one of
the most prestigious recognitions one can

receive in a busi-
ness program,
and BGS said
that it is honoring
Flink because he
has “established
a distinguished
record and repu-
tation in the busi-
ness world.” He
has served on the
Board of
Directors for
Kennesaw State
U n i v e r s i t y ’ s
Coles College of

Business for 26 years, served as chairman
of the Board for The Edge Connection, a
non-profit organization benefiting entrepre-
neurs, and is an active supporter of various
groups in the Jewish community in Atlanta. 

THE CHRISTIAN BIBLE TELLS A JEW-
ISH STORY. Given the massive influence
of the Christian Bible (the so-called New
Testament) over the ages, for better or for
worse, it is a work that Jews cannot ignore
and one with which Jewish scholars should
be familiar.

At last, there is a scholarly take on the
NT by two respected Jewish scholars—pro-
fessors Amy-Jill Levine, of Vanderbilt, and
Marc Zvi Brettler, of Brandeis, who have
edited The Jewish Annotated New
Testament (Oxford University Press), with
commentary and analysis by leading Jewish

scholars. 
There are chapters on “Jews and the

Death of Jesus”
(summary: It
was the Romans
who killed Jesus,
despite the 2,000
years of persecu-
tion we have
received because
of this bum rap)
and the Jewish
view of
“Afterlife and
Resurrec t ion”
(How many of us
know what our
religion teaches
about this sub-

ject?). There are also sections on Jewish
history and family life in this era; sexual
mores; the Dead Sea Scrolls; “Jewish
Responses to Believers in Jesus”; and many
more fascinating chapters. 

Dr. Levine, who attends an Orthodox
synagogue in Nashville, emphasizes that
her book is not aimed at persuasion or con-
version. “The more I study New Testament,
the better Jew I become.”

HOW ISRAEL WAS BORN. Georgia Tech
professor and National Jewish Book Award
winner Jonathan Schneer’s highly
acclaimed book, The Balfour Declaration:
The Origins of the Arab-Israeli Conflict, is
now out in paperback. It is the definitive

account of “the document that touched off
one of the most wide-ranging and enduring
conflicts in modern history”: the 1917
Balfour Declaration, issued by the British
government, supporting the establishment
in Palestine of “a national home for the
Jewish people.”

The New York Times Book Review calls
it “A comprehensive study.... Schneer
expertly analyses the passionate and fasci-
nating controversy between non-Zionist
and Zionist Jews that preceded the...decla-
ration.”

Published by Random House, it is must
reading for anyone wanting the facts behind
this long and continuing struggle over the
creation of the Jewish state.

At Francine Loweʼs holiday party at
Mykonos Taverna Greek restaurant:
(from left) Bobi Dimond, Reg
Regenstein, and Francine Lowe

From page 5

Happening

Barry Flink

Author Amy-Jill
Levine



By Eva Friedlander

I believe that we all remember the
poignant and touching story of Driving Miss
Daisy, which was, without any doubt, one of the
most successful and endearing movies, espe-
cially for the Atlanta area and the Jewish com-
munity. I see a great parallel between the movie
and my own life experiences with some of the
major taxi companies in Atlanta. 

My story really starts approximately eight
years ago when my husband, Dr. George
Friedlander, was still alive, and we experienced
our first real personal interaction with one of the
nicest cab drivers in Atlanta. George, after he
stopped driving regularly, employed cab drivers
to take him to his favorite Starbucks, book-
shops, and shopping centers. When he called
the dispatch of one particular cab company, he
specifically asked for Jonah, who became
almost part of our family, since he had numer-
ous pleasant chats with George and subsequent-
ly with me. 

At this particular time, at the age of 84, I
was diagnosed with a severe case of the visual
impairment called macular degeneration. With
great regret, I left my favorite, last car, a 1982
Volvo, standing in the driveway, and called one
of the major cab companies for service. My
favorite driver became Jonah, who not only was
an extremely efficient driver, but also on one
occasion became a lifesaver.

On that occasion, my husband called
Jonah to pick him up, and Jonah arrived to find
George in the driveway, lying on the ground,
heavily bleeding from his eye. 

“Dr. Friedlander, can I call an ambu-
lance?” he said. “No, call my son,” George said,
referring to our son, Lewis, a physician. Jonah
complied with my husband’s request, and,
because of his quick action and helpfulness,
George was immediately taken to the emer-
gency room at Piedmont Hospital.

Unfortunately, this was just the beginning
of many serious health issues for George. Soon
after this incident, he was admitted to a nursing
home, where I visited him daily. Because of
Jonah’s prompt reaction, I automatically
requested him when I called for a cab, since I,
too, no longer was able to drive. Our interaction
became almost a daily event. We chatted while
he drove me from my house to the nursing
home, and I soon became quite familiar with his
life. 

Jonah is from Nigeria and has lived in the
states for many years. Through diligence and
long hours, he managed to send substantial
monthly support to his family in Nigeria and
modestly take care of his own personal needs.
The continuing stress of work resulted in vari-
ous physical ailments, causing him to stop
working, because he simply didn’t have the
strength to carry on with his demanding job. 

When I found out from the company dis-
patcher that Jonah had to stop working, I real-
ized this was probably causing him financial
distress. Because I felt so indebted to him due to
his kindness and loyalty to my family, I wanted
to help out. On several occasions, I purchased

groceries and dropped them off at his apart-
ment. 

Jonah eventually got better and resumed
his work. I found out that he was feverishly put-
ting away money because his oldest daughter in
Nigeria was going to get married soon, and his
dream was to be able to attend the wedding,
which would obviously be costly. He was able
to do this and actually stayed in his country for
over two months. On his return, I continued
asking for his service. He proudly showed me
the photographs of the wedding (he in his native
attire), his family, and his home. 

Another interesting and touching experi-
ence with an Atlanta cab driver was with
Vincent, also from Nigeria. He was a fine
young family man, with an adoring wife and
two beautiful, young children. Vincent could
not stop talking about the children, and he and I
started a little routine. Every time he drove me,
I made it a point to stop at a supermarket and
get a handful of chocolate bars or cookies for
him take home to the children.

After several months of using his services,
one day, to my greatest dismay, I found out
from him that, on a family outing to have din-
ner in a cafeteria, his wife collapsed and was
rushed to the emergency room. She fell into a
coma and was on life support for many months.
The doctor suggested that, in similar cases,
recovery was hopeless, and they asked for his
permission to discontinue life support. He relat-
ed to me his anxiety every time he took me
somewhere, and I kept encouraging him to hold
off on this decision, as miracles do happen. A
miracle did indeed happen. One day, his wife
opened her eyes, smiled, and visibly made great
efforts to talk.

At this stage, Vincent felt encouraged to
take their two young children to the hospital to
visit their mother. When he did so, she actually
started smiling, and the continued effort seemed
to give him hope for a good outcome.
Unfortunately, that is not how the story ended.
After several months of seeming improvement,
she took a turn for the worse and passed away
at a very young age. 

A day after the funeral, I had a ride with
him, during which he related this tragic ending.
As he was driving me, tears ran down his face.
When we reached my destination, I asked him
to get out of the car. I embraced him and wept
with him. 

Vincent bravely continued his daily stress-
ful work, all while making sure his little chil-
dren were attended to by kind neighbors. He
never left his house before they had eaten
breakfast, dressed, and were ready for school.
He made arrangements with neighbors, who
helped out during the day when the children
arrived home from school, enabling him to con-
tinue working on the road, since he desperately
needed the income to keep his little family
going. 

After a while I lost touch with Vincent. His
employer told me that he changed jobs but
could not tell me how to reach him. I often won-
der how he continued his difficult life and hope
that he is able to keep his family together and

provide for them the way he was determined to
do.

Since then, I have had countless, interest-
ing encounters with various cab drivers, as this
is the only way I can commute. Most of these
drivers come from Africa. Many of them have
told me about their educational backgrounds
and their former careers. 

Some have worked as engineers, techni-
cians in the oil-refinement industry, teachers,
municipal workers, and other professions.
Without fail, they all agree that, as hard as it is
to be away from their immediate families,
America is the place to make money, accumu-
late some savings, and nurture the hope for bet-
ter education for their children and themselves.
Some of them, mostly the unmarried, are taking
courses and working to improve their career
prospects and ways of life. Quite a few have
married African-American girls born and raised
in Georgia, but the majority preferred to bring

their own sweethearts from their homeland.
Jonah and Vincent are just two of the many

diligent, hard-working people I have encoun-
tered who have learned English and can find
their way almost anywhere, even without the
use of GPS. Since I am a big talker, I rarely
resist the temptation to engage in small talk as I
go to my chosen destinations. In most cases, I
hear touching stories about long hours, hard
work, and the fierce determination of these indi-
viduals to accumulate reserves, help their fami-
lies in their own countries, and eventually save
up enough money to go back home, buy a little
land and a house, and start a normal family life. 

Even though I am fast approaching 91
years of age, I continue to call people who not
only deliver me to my destination, but also sat-
isfy my ever-present interest in other peoples’
lives, efforts, and ambitions to make an honest
living and work toward a more promising
future.

Painting by Shalom Moskowitz,
Safed, Israel, circa 1940, 27” X 19”,
painted in his usual manner, show-
ing old city scenes and Hasidic men

Prayer book cover with silver bind-
ing by Bezalel, Israel, circa
1954,decorated with acid etching,
applied cut glass and filigree wire-
work, 5.7” tall

Tickets for this event are $54 for adults
(which includes one verbal appraisal) and
$18 for students ages 10-18. There will be
free childcare for children 9 and under who
are pre-registered. VIP tickets are $154 per
person and include a special reception,
appraisal with Jonathan Greenstein,
reserved parking, preferred seating, and a
copy of Jonathan Greenstein’s beautifully
illustrated book, A Lost Art: Handmade
Silver Kiddush Cups of Eastern Europe. 

The event takes place at The Jewish
Federation of Atlanta’s Selig Center, 1440
Spring Street, NW, Atlanta. The VIP recep-
tion is 3:00-3:45 p.m. General registration
begins at 3:30 p.m., and the main program
kicks off at 4:00 p.m. The Breman Museum
will be open for browsing from 1:00-6:30
p.m.

For more information or to register
online, visit www.amitatlanta.org or con-
tact Amit at info@amitatlanta.org or 404-
961-9966.
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GUYS & DOLLS. From March 22-April 1,
Jerry’s Habima Theatre, Georgia’s only the-
atrical company featuring actors with devel-
opmental disabilities, directed and produced
by professionals, will kick off its 19th season
with Guys & Dolls Jr., based on a story by
Damon Runyon. Jerry’s Habima Theatre,
recently featured in American Theatre
Magazine, is the 2007 recipient of the Spirit
of Suzi Bass Award for its long-term, consis-
tent contribution to professionalism in
Atlanta theater. All productions are held at
the Marcus Jewish Community Center of
Atlanta’s Morris & Rae Frank Theatre, 5342
Tilly Mill Road, Dunwoody. 

Katie Rouille and Patrick Robinson
(photo: Heidi Morton)

Set in Damon Runyon’s mythical New
York City, Guys & Dolls Jr., an oddball
romantic comedy, features a cast of vivid
characters who have become legends in the-
ater canon. The show tells the story of two
notorious gamblers who juggle the ladies in
their lives with the infamous lady luck.

Lois Blonder, benefactor of Jerry’s
Habima Theatre in loving memory of her
husband, Jerry Blonder, says, “I am thrilled
to say that this is the 19th season of Jerry’s
Habima Theatre, and the audience reactions
are still the same—moved, awed, touched. It
gives me such pleasure to see these extraor-
dinary shows sell out night after night;
shows that improve the quality of life for so
many year after year—from the dedicated
actors, to the inspired audiences taking in the
enormous charm of these performances.” 

Jerry’s Habima Theatre operates under
the auspices of the MJCCA’s Blonder
Family Department for Developmental
Disabilities. Each year, together with local
professional actors from the community,
Jerry’s Habima Theatre performers (ages
18+) present a full-scale adaptation of a
musical theatrical production. 

This year, Jerry’s Habima Theatre 2012
is co-chaired by Lowell Fine, Robert and
Leslie Rothberg, Susie Hyman, and Nancy
Friedberg. 

Professionally directed by Clint
Thornton, the production also features local
theater artists, as well as interns from the
MJCCA’s newest theater program, Company
J. The participants of this special theater
company achieve new levels of self-confi-
dence, motivation, and socialization from the

intensive three-month process of rehearsals
and performances. 

Thornton, a theatrical artist who has
worked professionally in Atlanta and the
Southeast since 1993, says, “I have worked
with Jerry’s Habima Theatre for so long and
am thrilled to be directing this year’s show.
The national visibility that Jerry’s Habima
Theater has received in recent years has
allowed more and more people from across
the country to recognize the strengths and
abilities of our Habima actors, rather than
focusing on their disabilities. Both the audi-
ences and the actors are truly impacting
Atlanta’s theater community in such a posi-
tive way.”

General admission tickets are $35, and
$15 for children 12 and under. Tickets for
MJCCA members are $25, and $10 for chil-
dren 12 and under. For a complete schedule,
tickets, or additional information, call the
MJCCA Box Office at 678-812-4002, or
visit www.atlantajcc.org.

BBYO INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
IN ATLANTA. From February 16-20,
Atlanta hosted more than 1,100 of the global
Jewish community’s brightest thinkers,
strategists, philanthropists, and educators
from 13 countries, for the largest-ever
BBYO International Convention. 

BBYO, international Jewish teen youth
group, partnered with the MJCCA for this
convention, which serves to unite the rising
leaders of AZA, the male chapters,  and
BBG, the female chapters, BBYO’s global
cadre of teen members, to set the course for
the coming year, determine strategies for
strengthening BBYO as a youth-led move-
ment, and connect teens to the worldwide
Jewish community. In addition to nearly 900
teen leaders in attendance, 55 from Atlanta,
the convention brought together BBYO pro-
fessionals, Boards of Directors, and volun-
teer advisors. 

The weekend was headlined by a Day of
Service and Advocacy, in which participants
dispersed throughout Atlanta to 18 service-
learning sites. One track included the teen-
audience premiere and Q & A with the direc-
tor of The Bully Project, a new feature-
length documentary that follows “a year in
the life” of America’s bullying crisis. BBYO
is the only North American-wide teen part-
ner of The Bully Project, and this was the
first all-teen audience to view the film. 

Another track focused on pro-Israel
advocacy was held at Emory University
Hillel, in partnership with the American
Israel Public Affairs Committee’s  (AIPAC)
leadership development staff. Additional
service sites included media and advocacy
trainings at CNN and Fox News; an urban
expansion study, discussion, and clean-up
hike with the Atlanta Beltline Project; devel-
opment of public service announcements at
Vox, the Atlanta based teens-only publica-
tion; the creation of a new panel for the
AIDS Memorial Quilt through the Names
Project, and more.

Additional convention 2012 highlights
were:
• the presentation of BBYO’s Alumni of the
Year Awards to A.J. Robinson, of Atlanta,
and Judith Finer Freedman, of Toronto.
• the re-release of BBYO Sings, a collection
of traditional BBYO songs from the organi-
zation’s history, performed by the original
creator and Atlanta’s own Dr. Artie Gumer.
• a keynote speech on the importance of
global Jewish Peoplehood and interdepend-
ence, delivered by Avraham Infeld,
renowned Jewish scholar and president
emeritus of Hillel.
• A Day of Learning on Shabbat, with 25+
learning sessions throughout the day and
multiple services to choose from, allowing
teen participants to customize their own
Jewish experience.
• BBYO Southern Regions and Districts
Alumni Reunion, featuring AZA alums Tony
Levitas and David Weissman and their band
The Helpers. 
• delegations from Albania, Bulgaria, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Canada, Ireland, Israel,
Latvia, Macedonia, Serbia, Turkey, Ukraine,
the United Kingdom, and across the United
States.
• attendance by the JTA, the global news
service of the Jewish people, with a session
focused on using their news archives for an
in-depth look at Jewish history. The JTA also
published the AZA and BBG Oratory
Contest winning essays. 
• an evening for participants to “Stand UP
and Be Counted,” which highlighted
BBYO’s priorities through celebration of
what the teen movement has accomplished.
• the election of the top ten teens who will
serve at the helm of the 2012-2013 AZA &
BBG International Boards. 
• live broadcasts from Jewish Rock Radio
and Jewish Life TV (JLTV).

Jonathan Shuster (from left), Gil
Eplan-Frankel, Jake Gottlieb, David
Bernstein, Jake Cook, and Ryan
Padawer (all photos: Laura Fendrick)

Aliya Saulson (top, from left), Renee
Lewis, Taylor Padawer, Rachel
Whiteman, Hilit Jacobson, and Alissa
Hartnig; Samantha Jacober (bottom,
from left), Ashley Katzenstein, Elli

Bock, and Rebecca Shafron

Evan Young (from left), Jake Gottlieb,
Bradley Schleicher, Zoe Falkenstein,
Zachary Fram, and Jordy Berne

FESTIVAL OF THE TREES. Families
recently celebrated Tu B’shvat at Yogli
Mogli/Ali’s Cookies. They had a wonderful
afternoon of planting, singing, and enjoying
treats.

Evan and Lauren Cohn showing their
Tu Bʼshvat family trees

Emma Hurwitz showing her Tu
Bʼshvat tree

MJCCA NEWS
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We folks have been known as the
People of the Book, Wandering Jews, and
other terms, some of them not so nice. As
descendants of Shem, one of Noah’s sons,
our lineage evolved into 12 tribes, the pro-
genitor of each being a son of Jacob. While
the descendants of 10 of these tribes are no
longer identifiable, thousands of years
later, we, all six million of us around the
world who are the remnant, are still here.

I, however, also come from another
tribe, one called the Old China Hands, and
get a quarterly bulletin, the Igud Yotsei Sin,
printed in Tel Aviv, for, by, and about us
ex-pats, mostly born and raised in China.

In the mid-to-late 1800s, a group of
Iraqi Jews migrated to India and then
established themselves in China, where
they began importing, exporting, and ship-
ping businesses. With names like Sassoon,
Kadoorie, and Hardoon, over the years,
they became the nucleus of Shanghai’s
Sephardic community. In the very early
1900s, there was an influx of Jews from

Russia, all escaping the repressive tsarist
regime; this was the Ashkenazi communi-
ty. Those same Russian Jews also settled in
Harbin, Tientsin, and other Chinese cities.
Just before World War II, there was a third
wave of Jews, escaping the Holocaust in
Europe—it was by a whisker that they
made it to the open port of Shanghai. Of
course, there were thousands of non-
Jewish Russians, the so-called White
Russians, who flocked to China as well,
escaping the Russian Revolution of the
Reds. There were also thousands of other
European nationals migrating to China,
with their consulates lining Shanghai’s
famous waterfront, The Bund.

The children of these immigrants—
and we are now in our 80s and 90s—call
ourselves Old China Hands. Actually, the
name comes from the English sailors sent
to the Orient, who were then the China
Hands on board their ships. As children,
we were educated in the many and varied
school systems, such as the Ecole Remi
French school, run by Catholic nuns; the
German Kaiser Wilhelm Schule; the
Shanghai Jewish School; one American
School; the Cathedral Boys and Girls
Schools; and the Shanghai Municipal
Council’s public schools, which were run
like the English schools in the U.K. and in
which boys and girls were taught separate-

ly from kindergarten until graduation. I
was a product and graduate of Public
School for Girls, 404 Yu Yuen Road.

Once World War II was over, all of us
“foreigners,” as the non-Chinese were
called, scattered to the four ends of the
world—to the U.S., Canada, the U.K., and
Australia, with many Jews moving to
Israel, even before it was a state. We keep
in touch with one another through the Igud
Yotsei Sin, and, in the past, would attend
OCH reunions every two years. Although
we are now too old and tired to put togeth-
er this mammoth undertaking, we have
mini-reunions wherever there might be a
small group of us. 

In Atlanta, there were once four cou-
ples of Old China Hands, and now we are
down to a couple from Lawrenceville, for-
mer Russians from Shanghai; a man in
Alpharetta of Portuguese descent; and me,
the only Jew in the group. Now that the
Chinese New Year has occurred, ushering

in the Year of the Dragon, we plan to get
together again, as we do periodically, at
our neighborhood Chinese restaurant.
There, we will speak and laugh about our
old days in Shanghai, once called the Paris
of the Orient, swap news of our mutual
friends, and ask the waiter to snap our pix
with my good old Fuji camera—with film
in it!

Our “tribe” is getting smaller as time
goes by, judging especially by the many
obituaries we read in our bulletin. Once in
a while, I will submit an article that I’ve
written for The Jewish Georgian, so that
my friends who subscribe to the bulletin—
childhood buddies now scattered to the
winds—can read of my doings in Atlanta.
But wherever we are, we still think of our-
selves as Old China Hands, with everlast-
ing bonds to our roots in China.

For me, in addition, there’s a loving
message to my adopted country—God
Bless America.

A member of the tribe

Balfoura Friend
Levine

BY

Some of my biggest sports thrills:

• Watching Leman (Buzzy) Rosenberg, in
his first varsity football game for the
University of Georgia, return a punt
against the Tulane Green Wave. It was
the first time he touched the football for
the Bulldogs. He hauled it in at his own
40 and raced 60 yards with it into the
Tulane end zone.

It was the start of something big for
Buzzy. He was selected for the All-
Southeastern Conference sophomore
team. His name is mentioned several
times in Claude Felton’s Georgia
Football Media Guide for his sterling
defensive play, especially on returning
punts and intercepting passes. Not bad for
5’ 7” Buzzy, better known as the “Super
Frog.”

• Talk about Super Frogs, how about the
late 5’ 6” Henry Moses (Hank) Levinson,
who stole the basketball from the late 6’
7” Jim Nolan and sealed a Tech High vic-
tory against favored Lanier High School,

in Macon, in 1944.

• My dad and I driving to New York and
stopping off in Athens to see Georgia rout
the football Commodores at Sanford
Stadium—although it did not turn out
that way. The Commodores won in a
shocking upset, thanks mainly to the
defensive play of Larry Frank, Atlanta’s
own and a product of Spec Landrum’s
Grady Gray Knights.

• Maybe my biggest thrill of all was the
1957 Georgia High School All-Star
Football Game, in which the much-her-
alded Larry Lafkowitz more than lived up
to advance billing. The fullback, who was
out of Atlanta’s Grady High School and
was the leading tackler of the game, led
his team in rushing, averaged better than
40 yards per punt, and scored the only
touchdown of the game in a 6-0 North
All-Star victory.

• Taking my daughter, Susan, to Memphis
to see Army play Tennessee in a day
game and then flying to Nashville with
her to watch Tennessee A&I play Florida
A&M at night.

During halftime of the night game, I
asked Susan how she liked football, and
she said, “I like it Dad, but not as much as
you do.”

Memorable moments in sports

Gene
Asher

BY
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Rabbi Geller truly understood what
was written in the catalogue for a Haggadah
exhibition in 1990: “The message of
Pesach is both simple and complex.
Passover teaches the evils of slavery and
the glory of freedom.... It is com-
plex in that every
commu-
n i t y
since the
des t ruc -
tion of the
S e c o n d
Temple has
embodied
that mes-
sage in the
context of its
own subcul-
ture.” Now
we hear the
real emphasis.
“ H e n c e
Passover is the same
every year, but it is dif-
ferent across communities, and yet it is rec-
ognizably the same. The vehicle for conti-
nuity and change is the Haggadah.” 

Rabbi Geller’s first Haggadah pur-
chase was the noted Arthur Szyk Haggadah
in blue vellum. By the early ‘70s, the Szyk
volume was very popular because of the
power of its images and the wonderful col-
ors. In recent years, Rabbi Irvin Ungar,
head of Historicana, in California, has
become the conservator of all the Szyk
manuscripts. In 2008, he issued a limited
edition of the Szyk Haggadah, completely
redone based on the artist’s original render-
ings. Last year, it was published by
Abrams, in a popular edition with a com-
mentary by Professor Byron Sherwin, of
Chicago. 

The first printed Haggadahs were
issued in 1486, in Italy. The Soncino fami-
ly published one, and an anonymous pub-
lisher did another. Since then, as many as
4,000 Haggadahs have appeared in a multi-
tude of countries, with translations and
commentaries in at least seventy languages. 

The late Professor Yosef Yerushalmi,
in his book Haggadah and History, pres-
ents wonderful reproductions of the black
and white Haggadah over five hundred
years. This illustrated work, filled with
pages from 100 different Haggadot, is a
volume to possess for all lovers of the
Passover text. 

One interesting fragment of the
Haggadah was found by “kitchen archeolo-
gist” Ezra Gorodesky, of Jerusalem. In a
binding he opened, he found fourteen
incorrect proof pages from a 1560
Haggadah printed in Mantua, Italy. The cat-
aloguer of Gorodesky’s holdings explained
this phenomenon: “....these pages were
probably used by the printer as proof for the
setting of illustrations and rejected as
improper because of their bad quality.”
These Haggadah fragments reside in

Special Collections, at the National
Library, in Jerusalem, along with a thou-
sand other pieces Gorodesky discovered
and donated. 

As Rabbi Geller continued his quest,
he ran across the early reproductions of
Haggadot by the Diskin Orphanage and by
the Girl’s Orphan Home of Jerusalem. This
series, only in black and white, introduced
many to the handwritten and hand-

drawn Haggadot of the 18th and 19th cen-
turies. In addition, there is the Chinese
Haggadah from the 18th century, produced
in Kai Feng Fu, and, from the 19th century,
a Haggadah from Bombay with illustra-
tions and a translation in Mahariti. Also, he
located an early edition of the CCAR
(Central Conference of American Rabbis)
Reform Haggadah from 1904. The illustra-
tions in black and white make the reader
feel as if he or she actually left Egypt many
centuries ago. 

“We lived through the agony and suf-
fering of Russian Jewry. We worked hard to
help free them, so I thought why not have
some Haggadot with Russian translations?”
Geller was aware of the distinctive
Haggadah by Mark Podwal, Let My People
Go and knew how that volume, published
in 1972, heightened the consciousness of
American Jews, who then worked even
harder to ease the burden of Soviet Jewry. 

Geller has supplements to the
Haggadah issued by the United Jewish
Appeal, in conjunction with the National
Conference for Soviet Jewry, which con-
tains selected Podwal images. Most impor-
tant, he has collected a number of Haggadot
with Russian translations from the 1980s
and 1990s. It is amazing the role the
Haggadah played in the liberation of the
Jews from Russia. The messages of free-
dom in the Passover book inspired Jews
who were free and Jews who were
oppressed. 

When the Ethiopian Jews began to
come to Israel in the early ‘90s, among the
important statements about their identity as
Jews were the Haggadot they published and
distributed. Rabbi Geller has a beautiful

one from 1999, in which the cover shows,
in color, a large group of Ethiopian Jews
praying. Inside, the Haggadah has more
illustrations and a text in Hebrew with a
Geez translation. Interestingly, in recent
years, the Ethiopian Haggadot have
become much more artistic, demonstrating
how these individuals continue to grow cul-
turally and religiously. 

In retrospect, Rabbi
Geller can

see the many paths he has traversed with
this most inspirational work of our people.
“The Haggadah has been a wonderful les-
son plan for children, filled with questions
and answers; has provided a continuing
sheaf of songs; and has demonstrated the
essence of family, all in one classroom.

And, perhaps, I should ask how my grand-
mother’s matzoh ball soup was a vital part
of all of this.” 

Rabbi Geller’s Passover quest has
endured over the years. “I not only collect-
ed Haggadot but wrote basic editions for
nursery and religious school classes. Then
there was the Haggadah we created and
used when the kids were little. Still later,

after our aliyah in
2001, my daughter
and her husband
wrote their own,
incorporating all
the songs and
poetry that we
had utilized in a
nearly forty-year
span. 

“Before the
Seder each
year,” Geller
stressed, “I
take out many
H a g g a d o t ,

which have been tucked
away and hibernating since last
Pesach. I discuss them, and invari-

ably this prompts our visitors that night to
tell their stories and recount their memo-
ries. Personally, I always have tears in my
eyes, when at the end, we intone ‘next year
in Jerusalem.’ I dreamed of fulfilling that
promise, and now we are actually living
that dream.” 

From page 1

Haggadah

From the collection of Rabbi Stuart Gellerʼs Haggadahs
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4455 Roswell Road
Atlanta, Georgia 30342

404-255-4312

www.presstine.com

AMERICA’S
BEST

CLEANERSTM

By June Kunkel

The Augusta Jewish Community
Center (AJCC) and The Augusta Jewish
Federation sponsored a three-week series of
events celebrating the life and works of
Jewish Poet Emma Lazarus. Her sonnet
written in 1883, “The New Colossus,” was
inscribed on a bronze plaque placed at the
base of the Statue of Liberty in 1903. The
United States celebrated the 125th anniver-
sary of the Statue of Liberty on October 28,
2011. The AJCC was one of eighteen sites
selected through a grant-writing process to
host the traveling exhibit from the
American Library Association Public
Programs Office in partnership with
Nextbook, Inc., a nonprofit dedicated to
supporting Jewish literature and art. 

Emma Lazarus

In addition to the events scheduled to
celebrate the opening of the exhibit, area
middle school and high school students
were invited to submit their original poetry
on the subject of freedom. Fifty-four entries
were judged by a select committee. A tro-
phy was presented to the winner, Nia
McGann of Stallings Island Middle School.
The next day following a Saturday evening
reception to open the exhibit, about 75 peo-
ple came to hear the five finalists in the
poetry-writing contest read their poetry. 

Three “Stories of Immigration” were
presented. I spoke about my mother’s emi-
gration to the United States, in 1921, as a
six-year-old child. The second speaker, Dr.
Stephen Hsu, a professor and researcher at
the Dental College of the Georgia Health
Sciences University, (formerly The Medical
College of Georgia) spoke about China dur-
ing Mao Tsi Tung’s rule, the hunger, pover-

ty and lack of freedom. He came here as a
student and decided he wanted to become a
U.S. citizen. As a student, he returned to
support the uprising of Tiananmen Square.
The third speaker was a young man who
spoke about his emigration from modern-
day Russia following the break-up of the
Soviet Union. 

The third event was a community panel
discussion on Immigration: Causes and
Results and Literary Influences on Emma
Lazarus. The final event was a One Book,
One Community Discussion: Emma
Lazarus by Esther Schor. (Available
through www.amazon.com) The book was
a biography of Emma Lazarus’ life, her
poetry, and her involvement in the emigra-
tion influx of destitute Jews from The
Russian Pale Settlement to New York,
beginning in 1881. Most people are familiar
with the last five lines of Ms. Lazarus’
poem; however, the entire poem is as fol-
lows:

The New Colossus
By Emma Lazarus, 1883

Not like the brazen giant of Greek
fame,

With conquering limbs astride
from land to land;

Here at our sea-washed, sunset
gates shall stand

A mighty woman with a torch,
whose flame

Is the imprisoned lightning, and
her name

Mother of Exiles. From her bea-
con-hand

Glows world-wide welcome; her
mild eyes command

The air-bridged harbor that twin
cities frame,

“Keep, ancient lands, your storied
pomp!” cries she

With silent lips. “Give me your
tired, your poor,

Your huddled masses yearning to
breathe free,

The wretched refuse of your teem-
ing shore.

Send these, the homeless, tempest-
tossed to me,

I lift my lamp beside the golden
door!” 

Emma Lazarus: Voice of Liberty,
Voice of Conscience



By Brian Katzowitz

Holocaust films have become so preva-
lent that they occupy their own genre in the
cinematic landscape. And while the genre
has produced heart-wrenching masterpieces
and uplifting stories of survival, it is naïve
to think that within the enormity of the
event there are tales that have not been
explored. Enter Agnieszka Holland’s In
Darkness.

Based on true events, this drama,
which recently received an Academy Award
nomination for Best Foreign Language
Film, tells a simple story about complex
characters. 

Leopold Socha works as a sewer work-
er in the German-occupied Polish city of
Lviv (today Ukraine) by day while burglar-
izing homes at night. As neither a Jewish
citizen of the city nor a Nazi sympathizer,
Socha turns a blind eye to the violence and
genocide occurring in the Jewish ghetto
blocks away from his home. His indiffer-
ence, however, is interrupted when he stum-
bles across a group of Jews attempting to

break into the sewer as a means of escaping
from the imminent liquidation of the Lviv
ghetto.

A deal that resembles extortion more
than benevolence is formed between the
two factions. In exchange for a modest pay-

ment, Socha provides food, supplies, and
his silence about their transgressions.

While Socha, masterfully portrayed by
Polish actor Robert Wieckiwicz, struggles
with his own internal morality, stories like
these often teeter on their Jewish subjects.
Fortunately, In Darkness shows that its vic-

tims are not passive, morally consistent car-
icatures. Instead, they are shown as multi-
dimensional, flawed individuals dealing

with their own conflicts and dilemmas. One
character, Ignacy, leaves his wife and child
behind to take his mistress into the sewers
while others bicker spitefully over crucial
decisions. 

Like its characters, In Darkness is not
without flaws. The long runtime has the
story meandering down unnecessary paths
and too much reliance on old-age cliques. 

The visuals, however, do not grow tire-
some. Scenes set in the sewers are lit only
by flashlights or lamps, conveying a sense
of claustrophobia and dread, while the
bright outdoor light snaps the viewer back
into the cold realities of the war. The subtle
framing and moving of the camera offers a
glimpse into the characters’ thoughts, even
when the dialogue is sparse. 

Ultimately, the real-life Socha earned a
hero’s praise in the years following the
events in the Lviv ghetto. In Darkness
sheds a light on his dubious motivations,
but the story is far stronger for it. It’s a
refreshing contrast to other Holocaust films
that often paint broad strokes of good and
evil that are closer to fantasy than reality. 

The harsh truth is that sometimes even
a hero can have a questionable moral com-
pass.
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In Darkness

Milla Bańkowicz as Krystyna Chiger and
Robert Więckiewicz as Leopold Socha
(all photos: Jasmin Marla Dichant, cour-
tesy of Sony Pictures Classics)

Maria Schrader as Paulina Chiger,
(top, from left) Herbert Knaup as
Ignacy Chiger, and Jerzy Walczak
as Jacob Berestycki (bottom from
left) Milla Bańkowicz as Krystyna
Chiger and Oliwier Stańczak as
Pawel Chiger

Four distinguished Atlanta religious
leaders of ancient faiths have come
together to lead us to “Higher Ground”
through modern technology. This
dynamic group is raising awareness of
key issues affecting the Atlanta commu-
nity. They are inspiring positive change
through personal essays on what they
describe as a “faith-based but not faith-
biased” blog.

The Higher Ground group was
brought together in 2010 by The
Community Foundation of Greater
Atlanta. The participants are: Rabbi
Alvin M. Sugarman, senior rabbi emeri-
tus of The Temple; Rev. Joanna M.
Adams, pastor emeritus of Morningside
Presbyterian Church; Imam Plemon T.
El-Amin, imam emeritus of Atlanta
Masjid of Al-Islam; and Rev. Joseph L.
Roberts Jr., pastor emeritus of Ebenezer
Baptist Church. Each of these longtime
religious leaders contributes essays to
“lift up Atlanta.” Their blog, higher-
groundgroup.org, is an ongoing dialog
on current topics such as poverty, home-
lessness, bullying, and materialism.

Rabbi Sugarman, when asked about
Higher Ground’s purpose, said, “I
would hope that simply by the fact of
our joining together, we are sending a

message of how important it is to work
with not only ‘those like me’ but to work
as well with those ‘different from me’
toward the betterment of our city.
Hopefully, our words will motivate oth-
ers to contribute in whatever way they
can toward that end.”

In these days, when we are being
bombarded with phrases like “class war-
fare,” “death panels,” “extremist
groups,” and “hate crimes,” the writers
of Higher Ground ask, “What kind of
moral leadership is needed today?”

Each of their essays encourages the
reader’s response. These four well-
known religious leaders demonstrate
that we can work together, despite dif-
ferences, to create a stronger communi-
ty. An illustration is Rev. Joanna Adams’
recent blog on “hope,” written after she
attended the Martin Luther King Jr.
Memorial concert:

“The only thing that strikes the
match of change is hope. Only hope has
the power to inspire us to change that
which is and ought not to be. Only hope
can give us the courage to make what
ought to be come to be. Goodness and
hope don’t sound like much, especially
in our deeply troubled times, but, listen,
they changed the world before, and
they’ll do it again.” 

Go to highergroundgroup.org to
subscribe and add your e-mail address in
the block provided. You may be inspired
to add your own response to a com-
pelling essay. 

Interfaith leaders blog to lift up Atlanta

Carolyn
Gold

BY



Caught up in the Holocaust and fear-
ing for their child’s safety, Richard and
Lucille Rishfeld did the unthinkable—but
necessary. They bundled up their infant
son after contacting a former employee
living safely outside the Vilna Ghetto, then
tossed the youngster over a fence topped
with barbed wire.

Vilna Ghetto

Jureck—his name was later changed
to George—landed safely in the arms of

Halinka Fronckvic, the daughter of the
Rishfeld’s worker and friend. For the next
three years or so, he would be protected
from the dark drama playing out across the
killing fields and death camps of Eastern
Europe, thanks to the brave and selfless
efforts of the Fronckvics. 

It’s been nearly seven decades since
allied troops destroyed the Nazi war
machine and the full scope and horror of
the Holocaust was revealed to the world.
The noble work of rescuers—Poles,
Swedes, Russians, and others; communists
and capitalists; Jews and Christians—
remains one of the few points of light from
that time. This year, their righteous work
will be highlighted at Yom HaShoah
events across the United States.

In Atlanta, victims and rescuers will
be recalled and memorialized during a pro-
gram the Sunday after Yom HaShoah—
April 22, beginning at 11:30 a.m.—in front
of the Memorial to the Six Million at
Greenwood Cemetery. The annual event,
sponsored by Eternal-Life Hemshech, the
Jewish Federation of Greater Atlanta, and
the William Breman Jewish Heritage and
Holocaust Museum, is one of the largest
such programs in the country.

Rescuers have become part of the
Holocaust tale. A few—Swedish diplomat
Raoul Wallenberg; German industrialist
Oskar Schindler; Miep Gies, who hid Anne

Frank and her family in Holland—are the
subjects of books, documentaries, films,
and plays. Most others, good and faithful
men and women like the Fronckvics,
remain in the shadows.

George Rishfeld, the toddler tossed to
safety by his frantic parents and today a
resident of metro Atlanta, has only warm
and loving memories of the Fronckvics
and their efforts to protect him from harm. 

“They took care of me,” Rishfeld said
during a recent interview. “I became so
close with the family that I called them
Papa and Mama…. They were so willing
to help, that they even agreed to raise me if
my parents didn’t survive the war.”

His story of survival is filled with
tense drama and close calls with Nazi sol-
diers in search of Jews. Fortunately,
Halinka was always at his side, keeping
Rishfeld safe, while often putting herself
in harm’s way.

Once, he recalls, a group of soldiers
showed up at church—George often
attended services with the family. Halinka
feared the Nazis would figure out the
youngster wasn’t part of their family. So
she asked George to play a game and pre-
tend that he was sick, then whisked him
away after he grabbed his stomach and
began moaning.

If caught, George would have been
sent back to the ghetto, and the Fronckvics
would have been executed. How, Rishfeld
wonders, do you thank someone for pro-
tecting your life?

“There are no words,” he says, “no
way to thank this family for all that they
did, for constantly putting themselves in
harm’s way for the sake of a child.”

Miraculously, the Rishfelds—both
Richard and Lucille—survived the war
and were reunited with George after
Russian troops pushed the Nazis out of
Poland. Three years later, after spending
time in a relocation camp in Lithuania and
living briefly in Brussels, the Rishfelds
immigrated to the United States. The
Fronckvics are at the heart of their happy
ending, a family of rescuers willing to do
the right thing when many turned their
backs. 

“They saved my life,” George says,
“and words are simply inadequate to
express my feelings today.” 

Harold Kirtz contributed to this article.

Ron Feinberg is a veteran journalist who
has worked for daily newspapers across
the Southeastern United States. He most
recently worked for the Atlanta
Constitution. Ron now specializes in topics
of Jewish interest and can be reached at
ronfeinberg@bellsouth.net. His blog,
This&That, can be found at
norgrebnief.blogspot.com.
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This year, Yom HaShoah honors rescuers

Ron
Feinberg

BY
Save the date

If you’d like to remember the vic-
tims of the Holocaust, honor the sur-
vivors, pray for the martyrs, and salute
the rescuers, then plan on attending
Atlanta’s annual Yom HaShoah obser-
vance on Sunday, April 22, at 11:00
a.m., at Greenwood Cemetery. For
additional information, contact Dr. Lili
Baxter at 404-870-1872 or
LBaxter@thebreman.org.

Memorial to the Six Million at
Greenwood Cemetery
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Temple Israel, in Columbus, Georgia,
has a vibrant religious school that has
grown to 45 students and 12 teachers. The
school has been an education partner with
the Goldring/Woldenberg Institute of
Southern Jewish Life since 2004. 

According to Ronnet Rice, education
director of Temple Israel Religious School
since 2002, the ISJL curriculum provides
“quality control,” enabling her to know that
students have learned something substantial
by the end of the year. “We have the best
curriculum in town,” she contends.

Set in a warm, colorful wing of the
temple, TIRS features bright orange and
blue painted walls and benches, a Shema
garden, pictures of past and present students
and teachers, and a panorama of everyone
in the community holding the Torah scroll
from Simchat Torah. 

Much like at Jewish summer camp,
each homeroom has a different Hebrew
name, such as kochavim (stars) and giborim
(heroes). Students rotate between Judaics,
Hebrew, art, and library/storytime during
the day and make friends outside their
classes through a buddy system that pairs
older and younger students. 

TIRS members participate in the annu-
al ISJL education conference, where they
met their education fellow, Ben Chaidell.
By the time the religious school year ends,

he will have visited three times. In August,
Chaidell led a teacher training workshop on
creating classroom community. He returned
in December to join the community for
Shabbat, which he helped lead. Chaidell
delivered the d’var Torah and even intro-
duced a new Adon Olam, to the tune of
“When the Saints Go Marching In.” 

Another highlight was an all-school
Hanukkah program that Mr. Chaidell and
Ms. Rice planned. “Working with fellows,
bouncing ideas off of each other, means we
don’t have to reinvent the wheel,” Rice
said. “It makes a difference knowing you’re
not out there alone.” 

The program began with a hilarious

rendition of the Hanukkah story as told by
the Maccabee brothers, played by the stu-
dents’ fathers. Each Maccabee then led
teams of students in Hanukkah-themed
relay races such as Dizzy Dreidel and a
Latke Sack Race. Finally, students created
Hanukkah-themed art projects, such as

Hanukkah luminaries, foam Menorot, and
hand-decorated dreidels. 

Many adults—parents, teachers, gift
shop customers, and synagogue members—
attended the Hanukkah party, evidence of
how well-integrated TIRS is with the wider
Temple Israel community.

“Our motto is ‘Jewish is joyous,’”
Director Rice said. She aims to give stu-
dents wonderful Jewish experiences so they
feel happy, proud, and excited to be Jewish.
Evidence of the tremendous impact TIRS
makes can be found in the students them-
selves. “I see it,” Rice added, “in their atti-
tudes about being Jewish.” When her stu-
dents go off to college, she reports, one of
the first things they do is look for the Jewish
community. 

The ISJL is currently recruiting the
next class of education fellows, to begin
June 2012. The Forward described the pro-
gram as “a mobile Jewish Teach for
America.” For more information, visit
www.isjl.org, or contact ISJL Director of
Education Rachel Stern at rstern@isjl.org.
In addition to Columbus’ Temple Israel,
there are Georgia congregations in Rome,
Macon, Fayetteville, Augusta, Brunswick,
and Atlanta participating as ISJL Education
Partners to achieve the goal of Jewish liter-
acy for their children.

Jewish is joyous in Columbus, Georgia

Dressed as the Maccabee brothers,
the fathers of religious school stu-
dents are ready to retell the story of
Hanukkah

Lydia Rice all dressed up for the
Dizzy Dreidel competition

The Winokurs, of Roswell, Georgia,
had no idea of the journey that was in store
for them when they adopted son Iyal and
daughter Morasha, two seemingly healthy
babies from Russia, in 1999. Iyal’s eventu-
al diagnosis at age four with fetal alcohol
syndrome (FAS), the most severe expres-
sion of fetal alcohol spectrum disorder
(FASD), a debilitating and life-long birth

d e f e c t ,
f o r e v e r
changed
t h e i r
l i v e s .
A t l a n t a
journal-
ist and
a w a r d -
winning
a u t h o r
Mel issa
F a y
G r e e n e
e l o -

quently captured this family’s challenges
and triumphs and the hope they found in an
unlikely source—an 80-pound golden
retriever named Chancer, the subject of
Donnie Kanter Winokur’s new book,
Nuzzle—love between a boy and his service
dog—in her February 5 feature story,
“Wonder Dog,” in The New York Times
Sunday magazine.

Chancer and Donnie Kanter Winokur

“Melissa has been in the trenches with
our family for over eleven months while
writing this piece, which we believe por-
trays our story in an authentic and respect-
ful manner,” said Winokur. After the article
went live on the newspaper’s website on
February 2, it became the #1 e-mailed story,
the #1 most-searched story, and in the Top
10 most-viewed stories on the site. 

Since 2006, Winokur has been passion-
ately advocating for Iyal, now 13, and those
who share his particular disability, FASD,
which affects nearly 1 out of every 100 live
births in the United States and Europe.
“FASD may be the most undiagnosed and
misdiagnosed developmental disability of
our time,” says Winokur. Her determination
to help her son navigate a world that
remained unfriendly to a child exhibiting
uncontrollable and inappropriate behaviors

with no outwardly visible cause led the
family to Chancer, the first certified service
dog in the world trained specifically to
assist a child with FASD. 

Iyal and Chancer

“Chancer legitimizes and gives a
uniquely inviting presence to Iyal’s other-
wise invisible disability,” states Winokur.

“We hope Nuzzle, along with Melissa’s
compelling, provocative piece, will res-
onate with other families struggling with
invisible disabilities and launch a very real,
compassionate dialogue about their preven-
tion and treatment.” 

Morasha, Chancer and Iyal

Nuzzle is available in print and audio at
www.TheChancerChronicles.com and ama-
zon.com. The book is $14.95 in paperback. 

Winokur family featured in New York Times Sunday magazine
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Kicking for Autism is a new local
organization that will provide socially wel-
coming soccer clinics for middle-school-
aged children with high-functioning
autism/Asperger’s, providing interaction on
a personal level. Founded by a group of
metro Atlanta teens representing various
high schools, it has a Junior Board of 12
teens who hope to make an impact on the
lives of other Atlanta-area children and pro-
vide them with an outlet for developing
social and athletic skills.

The idea for this organization stems
from founding member Noah Newman’s
experience of growing up with a brother
who has high-functioning autism, as well as
his own love for soccer. He believes that
soccer can provide the structure for kids to
engage socially and athletically in a mean-
ingful way. 

The first soccer clinic takes place April
28, 12:00 noon-3:00 p.m., at the Marcus
Jewish Community Center of Atlanta. The
clinics will be run by youth soccer coaches,
a speech pathologist to help facilitate the
clinics, teen volunteers from the Junior
Board, and other teens from various high
schools. 

The teens plan to hold quarterly soccer
clinics. Mellow Mushroom will donate

pizza and Kroger will donate water and
snacks. In addition, Georgia Autism Speaks
will offer a network of community support
and help promote Kicking for Autism’s
events and activities via Facebook and other
social media platforms. Other sponsors
include Foot Solutions and Jonathan Paz
Photographer. 

For more information and to register
for the April 28 soccer clinic, contact Noah
at Snoah527@gmail.com, or visit
events.autismspeaks.org/kickingforautism.

Kicking for Autism kicks off in April

The Junior Board with other essen-
tial Kicking for Autism players:
(back row, from left) facilitator

Sharon Sokolik, Noah Newmanʼs
brother Asher, Jeremy Schwartz,

Carly Morse, Madeline Morse, David
Martin, and Marc Bernstein; (front

row, from left) Junior Board advisor
Susan Newman, Justin Fleischmann,

Perry Goldstein, Noah Newman,
Josh Bircoll, Alexandra Hernandez,

and facilitator Kathy Forman. Not
pictured: facilitator Sammy

Rosenberg, Adam Suskin, Adam
Turry, Allie Rosner, and Georgia

Autism Speaks Walk/Events
Manager Kimberly Dick 

A cousin and I planned to go on a
Caribbean cruise this past November.
Sound good? Wait.

Two weeks before sailing date, I
had a fall. I thought I was OK after a
few days, and I probably was at that
point. But the minute I hit the airport,
I knew I had a problem. The problem
was walking. My leg hurt. Wait again.
Because that pain was nothing like the
one I felt when I got to the ship. 

The ship was humongous. And to
go anywhere, you had to walk down
loooong decks. Get the picture? 

But wait.
In the sink and shower, the hot

water was too hot and the cold too
cold, and I had trouble blending them.
It just did not work right. (The ship
was only three years old.) It rained tor-
rents on two of the major islands we
visited. I did not like the food, mainly
because I like my food hot and had to

keep sending it back.
No, it was not all bad. I met some

lovely people and had the briefest
romance in history: on the last night
on ship, this great looking guy got on
the elevator with me, and we started
talking. He told me I was the best
thing that had happened to him all
week. I returned the compliment. Next
deck was his, and with a crowd of
3,000 on board, I never saw him again.

One positive thing: I won half the
Scrabble games I played with my
cousin. And she is an excellent player.

In closing, let me share with you
something I cut out of a magazine and
recently found in one of my files:

EXPECTING EVERY VACATION TO
BE NONSTOP FUN. The dirty little
secret of holidays is that they’re often
more stressful than daily life. They
involve more chances to make big
mistakes, such as dropping your credit
card in the Everglades or ordering a
meal that makes your spouse break out
in hives. To maximize your happiness,
lower your expectations. And remem-
ber: If disaster strikes, you’ll get a
great story out of it later. 

Cruisin’ for a bruisin’

Marice
Katz

BY



By Shari Magnus

I have visited Israel many times, and
never once has it failed to dramatically
impact my life. With every visit I have ever
made to Yad Vashem, Israel’s Holocaust
museum, I am struck by the horror of the

tragedy it memorializes. No matter how
many times I sit in a café in Tel Aviv, I still
marvel at how far the Jewish State has come
in its brief existence. Each and every time I
lay my eyes upon the Western Wall, after not
having visited those ancient stones for too
long, I choke back the tears. Those who have
visited Israel know well just how indescrib-
able are the feelings I am attempting to illus-
trate.

In mid-December, Israel gave me a
brand new gift. I, an American Jew, led a
group of 35 Christian pastors to the Holy
Land. For most, it was their first time in
Israel. While in the past I had been there with
those who had not previously visited, never
before had I done so in a capacity that
enabled me to watch so closely and witness
so intimately as these men experienced Israel
for the first time. It is difficult to express the
pride and joy that comes with watching peo-
ple of a different faith be so moved by my
ancient homeland. 

For these pastors Israel had always been
a far-off land, discussed only in the Bible and
on the evening news. As one might expect,
when we visited holy sites, these men of faith
were humbled and awestruck. They were all
incredibly grateful to the Israeli people for
protecting the landmarks of the Christian
faith, and they recognized that in the deserts
of the Middle East, Israel is the sole oasis of
freedom of religion.

Some were surprised and amazed by Tel
Aviv’s skyline. They saw in her hustle, bus-
tle, and modernity the hand of a God who
still blesses the children of Abraham. Others
preferred the view of the crystal-blue waters
of the Mediterranean Sea and the wholly nor-
mal image of families enjoying a day at the
beach. 

For every pastor, Yad Vashem was a vis-
ceral experience, yet even there, they reacted
in different ways. Some wept while others
were stoic, some were angry at what had
been allowed to occur in historic
Christendom, while others insisted that they
beg forgiveness on behalf of their faith.

While the museums, holy sites, and
organized discussions were fascinating, it
was off the beaten path, in the quiet conver-
sations when no formal event was taking
place, during which I was truly able to real-
ize just what an impact this trip was having
on its participants.

As Pastor Andy King, of Christ Chapel
in Warner Robbins, wandered from store to
store in Jerusalem’s Old City, he met a shop-
keeper – appropriately named Moses
(Moshe) – and the two struck up a deep and
heartfelt conversation about the need for
Jews and Christians to live together in peace. 

Upon his return to the U.S., King, feel-
ing that the conversation was all too short,
exchanged emails with Moses, noting in one
message, “Your kindness, patience, knowl-
edge and open heart and mind communicat-
ed hope to this pastor. I came to Israel neutral
and relatively indifferent to the daily chal-
lenges and the plight of modern-day Israel. I
left a friend of Israel who hopes to turn the
heart of my congregation toward a love for
Jerusalem, Israel, and her people.”

I witnessed another unforgettable
moment when the group visited an Israeli
Army unit taking a break from their patrol
along the Lebanese-Israeli border. The brief-
ing about Israel’s military situation in the
north educated the attendees on Israel’s mili-
tary situation in the area, but it was the inter-
action between the soldiers and the pastors
that was truly moving.

The pastors were visiting the soldiers to
hand-deliver more than 20,000 letters of sup-
port from American Christian Zionists.
These letters were far more than just a sim-
ple gesture. 

Israelis too often feel alone in the world.
And at Israel’s northern border, standing on
the very line that separates the civilized
world from the tyrannical wilderness, the
loneliness is palpable. I could see on the
faces of these young men just what it meant
to know that halfway around the world there
are a group of people who, though they had
never met an Israeli soldier and are not even
of the same faith, cared enough to write a let-
ter thanking these young men for their serv-
ice.

Likewise, it was heartwarming to wit-
ness the impact meeting the young soldiers
had on the pastors. The soldiers and pastors
talked about their homes and their families.

They got to know each other as individuals –
as people. By looking in the eyes of these
young men and understanding the situation
with which Israel must contend, one could
see the pastors make the link between the
news stories they had seen on television and
the young men who stood before them. No

pastor would ever go home and read a news-
paper quite the same way. 

After the trip, Pastor Tony Elrod of
Gainesville’s Northside Church reflected on
the visit with the soldiers this way:
“Traveling to Israel’s borders and seeing that
they are truly surrounded by their enemy has
helped me to have a greater awareness of the
Jewish people and the situation in which they
live.”

In the Jewish community we often
debate how or even if we should accept the
outstretched hand of Christian Zionism.
There are those in our community who
remain suspicious of Israel’s American
Christian supporters. And I do not hold that
suspicion against them. The history of

Jewish-Christian interaction is tragic and
dark. But if they saw what I saw as 35
Georgia pastors visited Israel in mid-
December, they would know that modern
Christian Zionism is a genuine expression of
love for Israel - both her land and her people. 

Shari Magnus is the associate director of
Christians United for Israel
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Seeing Israel for the first time, again

Yad Vashem Tel Aviv (photo: Jonathan Paz) The Western Wall (photo: Jonathan Paz)
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NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS 2012.
Making New Year’s resolutions is an endur-
ing tradition. Every January 1, we start out
with high hopes, but by the time March rolls
around, we’ve broken or amended 90 per-
cent of them. 

I don’t want to break the tradition, so
here are my New Year’s resolutions for the
Jewish Georgian sports scene. Perhaps
when you read them in March, I’ll still be
following them. 

I resolve to:
• Support my wife, children, and grandchil-
dren in their physical fitness and athletic
interests. 
• Remember that I am just playing a game,
and it’s not a matter of life and death. 
• Play in another MJCCA basketball league,
so I can say I’ve played in parts of six
decades. 
• Develop a new shot in basketball, and
actually use it in a game. 
• Show up at the Alta Cocker V softball
game with my glove and ready to play.
• Continue to look for good ideas for
“Schwartz on Sports” columns.
• Complete my book, 101 Life Lessons from
Pop and give it to my children and grand-
children.
• Continue to play in and encourage others
to join the Marcus Jewish Community
Center of Atlanta Pickleball League, espe-
cially since I just bought a new paddle.

PICKLEBALL—A FAMILY AFFAIR. In
keeping with that last resolution, I was
telling my daughter, Mindy, and grandsons,
Jared and Seth, about Pickleball, the new
sport I’ve taken up at the MJCCA. I told

them to imagine indoor tennis played on a
much smaller court, with a wiffle ball and
graphite paddles. All three are ardent tennis
players, as is their father, and they wanted
to play. 

It was fun playing a doubles match
with my daughter against my two grand-
sons. They picked up the game immediate-
ly, and I know they’ll play again during
future visit to the MJCCA. The regular guys
were gracious and accommodating in
allowing some youngsters to share the court
with them.

A Family Affair

ALTA COCKER V. The annual Alta Cocker
Softball Game is Sunday, April 29, at 9:15
a.m. at the MJCCA. Once again, Gene
Benator has taken the lead in organizing the
game, with help from the physical educa-
tion staff. Marcus Katz will again provide a
delicious after-game lunch, which gets bet-
ter every year; thanks for your generosity,
Marcus, in sponsoring it. Last year, we had
125 guys who played in the AJCC Adult
Softball League from 1971-1992. Gene, the
eternal optimist, plans on getting 200 guys
out this year. I think you’re going to need
some more fields, Gene. I’ll have to get out
my glove, oil it up, and take a few
grounders before the 29th. I’ll still be cov-
ering it for The Jewish Georgian, as I have
for the previous four games.

70TH BIRTHDAY SURPRISE. On
Saturday, January 14, I got to the MJCCA
about 7:50 a.m., along with about 25 other
guys, waiting for the doors to open so we
could play cross court pickup basketball.
We got into the gym, divided up into four
equal teams and were ready to start. I had to
use the restroom and left the gym for a few
minutes. I rushed back on the court and saw
25 guys at half court in a semi-circle, wish-
ing me happy birthday. They gave me a
signed basketball and birthday card. 

Brian Wertheim organized the effort
and had been collecting the names for the
previous two weeks. I was completely sur-
prised—although when I thought back, I
remembered months ago Brian asking me
about the date of my birthday and how old
would I be. I remember telling him that
Cassius Clay, now Muhammad Ali, was two
days older than I. He was born January 17,
1942. Brian even used that in his remarks,
which were very much appreciated. I joked
that I was in better shape than Ali, but I still

wouldn’t get in the ring with him. It was
great being recognized, and I hope to con-
tinue playing with these guys for many
years to come.

A 70th birthday surprise

MARC FROST, ROOKIE SOFTBALL
COACH. There is a great article in the
January-February 2012 Jewish Georgian by
Marc Frost. He writes about his experiences
as a rookie softball coach in the MJCCA
Men’s Softball League. There is also a great
picture of the championship team. 

Marc captured the essence of playing
on a team in which members enjoy the
game and one another. I enjoyed reading
about the making of that championship
team, and I offer my congratulations to all
the players on winning the championship. I
hope that Marc continues his coaching for a
second year, because he’s the kind of cap-
tain the league needs.

We’ve traveled from New Year’s reso-
lutions to family Pickleball to Alta Cocker
V to 70th birthday celebrations and the
experiences of a rookie coach. Quite a jour-
ney, but it was lots of fun. 

Until next time, drive for the bucket
and score.

Jerry
Schwartz

BY

Schwartz on Sports

The Davis Academy was well repre-
sented at the North American Jewish Day
School Conference, held January 15-17, in
Atlanta.

Davis’s director of Judaic and Hebrew
Studies, Rabbi Micah Lapidus, was one of
six invitees to speak at the inaugural ELI
talks, which featured dynamic, innovative
speakers discussing the shared ideals and
commitments of the Jewish people. Lower
School Principal Drew Frank gave two pre-
sentations on 21st century learning environ-
ments and middle school programming and
retention initiatives.  In addition, 21st
Century Learning Coordinator Stacy
Brown, 2nd-grade teacher Julie Kramer,
and 3rd-grade student Alana Kramer shared
some of the educational and tzedakah activ-
ities that take place on a daily basis at
Davis. 

“We were thrilled to have the opportu-
nity to lead and participate in conversations
with the larger community of Jewish Day
Schools. This tremendous gathering
allowed schools from all over to learn from
each other and share best practices,” said
Davis Academy Head of School Amy

Shafron.
Jointly planned by RAVSAK: The

Jewish Community Day School Network,
the Institute for University-School
Partnership at Yeshiva University, the
Schechter Day School Network, PARDeS:
The Progressive Association of Reform
Day Schools, and PEJE (the Partnership for
Excellence in Jewish Education), the con-
ference brought together over 300 schools
and professional organizations.

This year, the conference focused on
“Current Landscapes—Changing
Horizons.” Sessions addressed topics such
as 21st century skills, the Jewish day school
value proposition, re-imagining and sus-
taining day schools, and innovations in
Jewish education. 

Dr. Marc Kramer, executive director of
RAVSAK, noted with pride that “with more
than 700 day school leaders and supporters
convening in Atlanta, we have solid evi-
dence that the day school movement is any-
thing but stuck in neutral. The vibrancy and
importance of day schools is more evident
than ever before.”

Davis Academy joins other Jewish education leaders at national day school conference

Lower School Principal Drew Frank was one of several attendees and con-
ference presenters from The Davis Academy.
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By Rabbi Reuven Stein

PASSOVER NOTES

Elegant Essen (770-451-3065),
Goodfriend Catering Company (678-222-
3719), and Kosher Gourmet (404-636-
1114) will be catering for Passover this
year. 

Goodfriend Cateringʼs 
Matzah ball soup

Griller’s Pride will have a Passover
Grocery Depot. For more information,
call 770-454-8108.

Dannon is not producing kosher for
Passover yogurt this year.

Rabbi Reuven Stein will conduct a
pre-Passover class, “Getting Your
Kitchen Ready for Pesach,” on
Wednesday, March 21, 8:00 p.m., in the
Conference Room at Beth Jacob. Check
with the Atlanta Kashruth Commission,
404-634-4063, about pre-Passover class-
es at many other area synagogues.

KOSHER ALERTS AND NEWS

As of March 1, the Krispy Kreme
stores in Duluth, Roswell, and Lilburn
are no longer certified by the AKC. The
AKC will continue to supervise the
Krispy Kreme’s Atlanta commissary,

Kosher KornerKosher Korner
By Regine Rosenfelder

“You have to take
life as it comes and make
the best of it.” 

That’s our mother’s
motto. Things could
always be worse. That’s
the strength and attitude
that have kept her alive
through good and bad
times and have let her
reach the wonderful age
of 107. Her birthday was
December 26, 2011.

The most important
things in her life are her
two daughters, Regine
and Suzan. Born in
Poland in 1904, Mother
lived through World War
I in Europe. In 1918, at
the age of 14, she was sent to Switzerland to
recuperate from a bad case of malnutrition. 

In 1922, moving from Poland to Austria
and while working as a secretary, she met and

later married my father,
Hertz Dollman. They
moved to Antwerp,
Belgium, where they
raised my sister and me.
Here, we had a happy
family life, until the out-
break of World War II. As
the German invasion of
Belgium began in 1940,
the family escaped to
France and went into hid-
ing. Suzan and I were
sent to children’s homes
run by the OSE, the
Oeuvre de Secours Aux
Enfants, a French Jewish
humanitarian organiza-
tion. 

Separated from

Sally Nyssenkorn celebrates
her 107th birthday

By Roberta Scher

Preparing for Passover is a drain on
time, energy, and budget. Since Atlanta’s
VIP savings guru, Clark Howard, does not
yet address this topic, I present my 2012
updates on how to save money when gro-
cery shopping for Passover. Along with
shopping suggestions, I have included
some tips on making food preparation
more budget friendly. 
• Be familiar with which items can be pur-
chased without special Passover certifica-
tion. There are many products that are con-
sidered kosher for Passover, even without
Passover labeling, such as pure granulated
sugar, non-iodized salt, various whole
spices, baking soda, unflavored cocoa such
as Hershey’s, extra-virgin olive oil, some
types of nuts, and more. However, always
check with your rabbinical authority, or
contact the Atlanta Kashruth Commission,
because guidelines change year to year.
• Some everyday food brands have year-
round kosher for Passover certification
designated on the label, including

Domino’s light and dark brown sugar and
some bottles of Heinz red wine
vinegar.
• Make your own pre-
serves. I enjoy home-
made orange pre-
serves and straw-
berry preserves
and make them
every year.
• Make your own
vanilla sugar.
(See instruc-
tions in the
Recipes sec-
tion.)
• Use chicken
bones to make
your soup; for
convenience, tie
them in cheese-
cloth.
• If you have a
Passover designated
food processor, make
your own matzoh meal,

matzoh farfel, powdered sugar, chopped
nuts, and more.
• Make cookies and cakes, when possible,
instead of purchasing them—so much
more delicious and economical!
• Plan ahead, and shop before the super-
markets run out of the less costly brands.

• Create a buying group of friends,
and order hard-to-find or

locally costly
items online.
• Several weeks
b e f o r e
Passover, let

local ven-
d o r s

k n o w
w h a t
y o u
would
l i k e
them to

stock.
• Make a mas-

ter list and update it
yearly with comments.
• Save leftover Seder
and Passover wine in
ice cube containers or
sealable plastic bags for

use in cooking.

• Be aware that some items may be frozen
or stored from year to year. When in doubt,
ask the manufacturer.
• At Passover, the dollar store is your
friend—for decorations, disposables,
afikomen gifts, and more.
• I consider a food processor, immersion
blender, electric mixer, slow cooker, and
sharp knives to be essential kitchen tools
for an easier and more budget-friendly
Passover. Although the investment is sub-
stantial at first, over the years, the savings
will accrue.

KOSHER FOR PASSOVER 
IN ATLANTA

For those who wish to buy meals
instead of cook, we are fortunate in Atlanta
to have a growing selection of options.
Below are just a few, received before our
press deadline.
• Kosher Gourmet: According to owner
Steve Gilmer, the store will offer a full
Passover catering take-out menu, including
kugels, charoset, matzoh balls, stuffed cab-
bage, and more, along with Passover deli
and fresh-cut meat and poultry packed on
premises. Visit www.kgatl.com.

Kosher Affairs

Sally Nyssenkorn

See KOSHER AFFAIRS, page 35

See NYSSENKORN, page 29See KOSHER KORNER, page 40

THE
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AHappy PassoverHappy Passover
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World-renowned author, lecturer, and
Goldring/Woldenberg Institute of Southern
Jewish Life special presenter Dr. Joel
Hoffman gave two lectures at Temple

Israel, in
C o l u m b u s ,
January 27 and
28, to standing-
r o o m - o n l y
crowds.
Dr. Hoffman,

who spoke on the
subject of “The
Bible Didn’t Say
That,” from his
latest book And
God Said, holds
a Ph.D. in lin-

guistics and has served on the faculties of
B r a n d e i s
U n i v e r s i t y
and Hebrew
U n i o n
College. His
mission is to
find, through
t rans la t ion ,
what the writ-
ers of the
Bible meant
to convey.

“Everybody
has the right
to interpret
the Bible dif-
ferently,” Hoffman said. “I’m trying to get

the original meaning of the words. I use the
tools of modern linguistics and translation,
much as an archaeologist uses the science
tools of today to learn more about the past.” 

Marlene Garnett, of Temple Israel,
said, “The weekend was quite a success for
Temple Israel.... There was an outpouring
of interest from the Christian community,
as well as our own. On Friday night, we
estimate that he spoke to 200, standing
room only. And all of his books were sold,
the majority to Christians. Many guests
asked if they could return on Saturday, and
they did. I consider this weekend an out-
reach to the citizens of Columbus, in addi-
tion to being an educational and entertain-
ing experience for us.”

Ronnet Rice, Temple Israel education

director, said, “Hoffman was great. Jerry
Seinfeld was in town on Friday, and I swear
Joel was funnier.” 

Joel Hoffman has the “it” factor—the
ability to address equally the most knowl-
edgeable learner and the novice, with a
great sense of humor, humility, and warmth.
His love for both his subject matter and the
learner helps make him one of the most
engaging speakers today. 

For more information on booking Dr.
Hoffman or other ISJL presenters, contact
ISJL Director of Programming Ann Zivitz
Kimball at akimball@isjl.org or 601-362-
6357.

Lectures provide outreach and entertainment in Columbus 

Dr. Joel Hoffman

JSU MAKES KIDDUSH. While the Jewish
calendar is full of holidays and other special
occasions, Shabbat comes once a week to
give us a spiritual and mental break from
the world, a true day of rest. One of the
most important elements of Shabbat is mak-
ing Kiddush, which literally translates as
“sanctifying the day.” Recently, teens from
Atlanta-area high schools participated in
sessions where they learned about Shabbat
and specifically about making Kiddush,
which is done both on Friday night and
Shabbat day.

Among the ideas that were discussed
was the Jewish concept of elevating the
mundane—making a cup of grape juice into
something holy. The teens were exposed to
the idea that Shabbat could be used as a day
of reflection and introspection. They also
learned of the underlying meaning behind
the Jewish tradition of having a Friday
night Shabbat dinner.

The teens personalized their own glass
goblets with markers and paint and thus
created their own Kiddush cup. Many of the
participants took in the significance of own-
ing their own Kiddush cups and having the
opportunity to use them whenever they
choose. 

Teens show off their newly decorat-
ed Kiddush cups at Northview High
School JSU.

TU B’SHVAT. Recently, teens at Jewish
Student Union (JSU) clubs across metro
Atlanta learned about the origins of Tu
B’Shvat, the “New Year of the Trees.”
During the sessions, topics discussed
included the Jewish view on the environ-
ment, Jewish agricultural laws, and Jews’
responsibility for tikkun olam. Many were
surprised and delighted to learn that the
modern green movement has a strong foun-
dation in Judaism.

Teens had fun celebrating this special
holiday in style with fresh fruit and choco-
late fondue. They also used an assortment
of frozen fruits, ice creams, and fruit juices
to create and enjoy smoothies.

Seth Gregson and Michelle Hoffman
celebrate Tu BʼShvat with fruit
smoothies at Lakeside High School
JSU.

JSU NEWS

Alan Joel, a principal with Joel and
Granot Real Estate/CORFAC
International, in Atlanta, has won the
2011 Realtor of the Year award from the
Atlanta Commercial Board of Realtors.
The award was presented mid-December,
during the board’s holiday party, at the
InterContinental Buckhead. In making
this annual award, the board takes into
consideration factors such as Realtor spir-
it, civic activity, and business accom-

plishments. 
Individuals are granted this honor

based on what they have done for the real
estate community as a whole and the size
and complexity of deals. Some of the
transactions JGRE completed were a
35,000-square-foot lease with Sam Flax,
the art supply store; a 20,000-square-foot
lease with Amdocs, the mobile-data man-
agement company; and helping Popeyes
move its headquarters to The Terrace.
JGRE also facilitated two leases with The
Prudential Life Insurance Company of
America in the Buckhead Financial
Center’s Alliance Two and Tower Place
200 buildings. The Prudential transac-
tions were referred by The Garibaldi
Group/CORFAC International, based in
Chatham, New Jersey.

Alan Joel is Commercial
Realtor of the Year

Reg
Regenstein

BY

Helen, Holly, Alan & Sophie Joel
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By Jonathan Barach

ISRAELI INNOVATION. The Mount
Scopus Group of Greater Atlanta Hadassah
presents “Israeli Innovation in Atlanta,”
with guest speaker Nancy Sousa, March 14,
7:30 p.m., at Emory Hillel. Ms. Sousa is
president of U.S. Operations of Trig
Medical, Inc. (an Israeli company) and a
member of the Executive Committee and
chair of the Medical Committee, American-
Israeli Chamber of Commerce, Southeast
Region. RSVP to Julia Alvo, 404-679-5754
or yasudove@gmail.com. Light refresh-
ments will be provided; parking is available
next to the building. The program is free
and open to the public. For more informa-
tion, contact Edie Barr at 404-325-0340 or
mtscopushadassah@aol.com.

SCHOOL’S OUT. The Marcus Jewish
Community Center of Atlanta is offering a
variety of exciting, engaging, safe activities
for kids during school holidays and teacher
work days. Children will enjoy a day filled
with various activities, such as cooking,
swimming, sports, arts & crafts, ropes
course, and more. The program is available
on the following days: March 15, March 16,
April 2-6, and April 9-12. The fee per day is
$60/members, $75/non-members. After-
camp care is available from 4:00-6:00 p.m.,
for an additional $10 per day. For more
information, contact
lori.goldstein@atlantajcc.org. 

MJCCA ANNUAL MEETING. The
MJCCA invites the community to its 66th
Annual Meeting, March 20, at 7:00 p.m.
The meeting is free, and will take place at
the MJCCA’s Zaban Park campus, 5342
Tilly Mill Road, Dunwoody. The program
will include saluting outgoing leadership,
installing new leadership, honoring lay
leaders and outstanding staff, reflecting on
the successes of the past year, and enjoying
a preview scene of the Company J family
production, A Year With Frog & Toad.
Refreshments will be served following the
meeting. For information, contact Ann
Sargent at 678-812-4101.

FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER: POSI-
TIVE DISCIPLINE. Learn essential solu-
tions to common parenting challenges, such
as power struggles, whining, bedtime has-
sles, sibling conflicts, morning stress, tem-
per tantrums, and more. Discover how to
resolve these issues with love and respect
but without rewards and punishments.
Attend this MJCCA program, co-sponsored
by The PJ Library, at Congregation Dor
Tamid, March 21, 9:45-10:45 a.m., or
Temple Kol Emeth, March 23, 10:15-11:15
a.m. The program is free to the community.
For more information, contact Allison.feld-
man@atlantajcc.org.

TASTE OF LIMMUD. Taste of Limmud

Atlanta+Southeast 2012 is March 25, 2:00-
6:30 p.m., at The Weber School. Learn with
some of the country’s best Jewish educators
in a stimulating, yet relaxed, environment.
Meet hundreds of other Jews from the
Southeast and around the world.
Experience a Judaism that is meaningful,
spiritual, and communal. Enjoy a sampler
of sessions, including Jewish sacred study,
art, music, film, culture, literature, and
more, from a diverse array of presenters.
For details, visit limmudse.org.

TOUR DAYS AT CAMP ISIDORE
ALTERMAN. On March 25, 1:30-3:00
p.m., March 28, 4:30-6:00 p.m., and April
1, 1:30-3:00 p.m., parents and children are
invited to visit Camp Isidore Alterman at
MJCCA Zaban Park. Meet the camp direc-
tors and see the camp grounds. Wear com-
fortable shoes, and come prepared to ask
questions. These tours are free to the com-
munity. For more information, contact
Kayleen.vannette@atlantajcc.org.

FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER: GENE
SCREEN FOR COUPLES. On March 28,
7:30-9:00 p.m., at MJCCA Zaban Park, the
Atlanta Jewish Gene Screen will share vital
information with parents-to-be or couples
regarding who needs to be tested and when.
This session is free to the community. For
more information, contact Allison.feld-
man@atlantajcc.org or 678-812-4174.

PEACH STATE STITCHERS. The Peach
State Stitchers, the Atlanta Chapter of The
Pomegranate Guild of Judaic Needlework,
presents artist and composer Ray Pierotti’s
program, “Finding Your Voice,” April 16,
10:00 a.m.-12:00 noon, at Temple Emanu-
El, Dunwoody. Jewish women of all ages
who enjoy sewing or the use of fiber are
encouraged to attend this free program.
Pierotti will demonstrate a multi-layering
technique using colorfast inkodyes, acrylic
paints, and color pencils on untreated cot-
ton. The process can be used to create hand-
colored fabrics that serve as ground for
needlework items. For information, contact
Arlette Berlin, arlydoug@bellsouth.net, or
Susan Big, steinld@bellsouth.net.

THE TASTING. The Tasting is April 17,
7:00-10:00 p.m., at the Grand Hyatt
Buckhead. Each year, this event brings
together Atlanta’s finest restaurants and
wine/liquor distributors to benefit Jewish
Family & Career Services’ Zimmerman-
Horowitz Independent Living Program (Z-
H ILP), a highly individualized, person-
centered supportive living program that
enables people with disabilities to live as
independently as possible. The Tasting
2012 co-chairs are Elizabeth and Matt
Ames, Jennifer and Scott Leibowitz, and
Kate Lipton. Honorary co-chairs are
Pearlann and Jerry Horowitz. For tickets
and information, visit http://thetasting.org.

ATLANTA BOY CHOIR SINGS FOR
HOLOCAUST REMEMBRANCE DAY.
The Atlanta Boy Choir will present a
Holocaust Remembrance Day concert at
The Temple, April 18, at 7:30 p.m. The
choir, under the direction of Fletcher Wolfe,
will sing “I never Saw Another Butterfly,”
which the choir has performed throughout
the world. When Jimmy Carter was
President, the choir presented this work in
the U. S. Capitol rotunda, with both houses
of Congress in attendance. This perform-
ance was beamed live both to Israel and
Germany. For more information on the
April 18 concert, contact The Atlanta Boy
Choir, 404-378-0064, or Amy Elfersy, 678-
637-8305.

CAMP GAN ISRAEL. This year, Camp
Gan Israel will run weekly sessions, June
25-July 27, at its new home on the campus
of Greenfield Hebrew Academy. The part-
nership will allow the camp to serve both
the Chabad community and GHA families.
Camp Gan Israel, a camp for all Jewish
children in the Sandy Springs area, offers
sports, arts, crafts, music, swimming, and
other activities. Big-Izzy campers (age 5-9
years) will go on adventures around Metro
Atlanta, including a Braves Baseball game
and a visit to the new Skyzone trampoline
park. For details, visit
www.chabadga.com/camp or call 404-843-
2464.

Thought You’d Like To Know

her children, Mother survived the Holocaust
hiding with the French families for whom she
worked. Father and the rest of the men in the
family were interned in French work camps;
from there, they were sent to concentration
camps, where they perished. 

My grandfather, David Rose, was the only
man in the family who, because of his advanced
age, was left unharmed. He and my grandmoth-
er lived in a small town in France until the end
of the war. Grandmother passed away in 1944,
never knowing what happened to the rest of her
family. My grandfather came to Atlanta in 1949
and lived to the great age of 101.

Sally Dollman (Nyssenkorn) in Lyon,
France, working as a nanny with false
identity papers, circa 1943

Suzan and I were reunited with our mother
in 1945. Having lost her husband, she worked
hard to rebuild her life. With the help of her
brother in Atlanta, she came to America in 1951
and worked for Lovable Brassiere Company.
She learned to speak English and enjoyed being
in the U.S., where life was good. Sally remarried
in 1961 and had a happy life with Abe
Nyssenkorn. 

Family holiday gatherings were the most

important. Passover Seders were always at
Sally’s home, and she did all the cooking, with
her daughters at her side, until she was in her
90s. Sadly, after 39 years of marriage, Abe
passed away at the age of 89. Mother, then 95
years old, decided to move to an independent
living facility at the Jewish Tower, where she
quickly became involved in many activities.

Everyone knew her as an amazing person,
always friendly and good natured. She loved to
stay busy, and Fridays spent at the Marcus
Jewish Community Center of Atlanta’s Zaban
Park were her favorite times. She participated in
the exercise programs and arts & crafts and
loved to play bingo and blackjack.

Sally looked forward to her 100th birthday
celebration. When she reached this milestone,
the parties went on for four days! She loved
every minute of it.

Mother, always in command, raised my sis-
ter and me with a strict hand, including teaching
us to respect our elders—but through the years,
she never realized that her children were grow-
ing older, too. In her eyes, we were forever
young. 

How lucky we are to have had a grandfa-
ther who lived to the age of 101 and our aunt,
our mother’s sister, to the age of 106. How many
families can be lucky enough to have such
longevity? And to watch our mother reaching
the beautiful age of 105, then 106—and now
107, with a special celebration to mark the day.
She could not quite make out what the fuss was
all about and was surprised to hear that she had
turned 107. “Am I really that old?” We are so
proud of her. She always maintains her dignity
and reassures us, ”I’ll be all right…don’t worry.”
For her 107th birthday, she did not blow out the
candles and could not make her usual speech,
which she did so readily all those prior years.

We don’t know what will be, but, on
December 26, her 107th birthday, we could be
thankful that she was able to reach this mile-
stone, and her family could shower her with love
and affection.

Our mother is the anchor that has kept us
together; the three of us are as one. I can’t imag-
ine her not being part of our lives. She is the last
of nine siblings and the last link to our past. As
she made her wish on her 105th and again on her
106th birthday before blowing out her birthday
candles, she stated with determination: “Let us
all stay healthy and, God willing, our whole
family will be together again for next year’s cel-
ebration.”

From page 25

Nyssenkorn
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By Belle Klavonsky

LESSONS FROM A PRO. Former Israeli pro
basketball player LaVon Mercer spent a day in
February at The Davis Academy Middle
School, where he conducted basketball clinics
and spoke to students about his experiences liv-
ing in Israel. Here LaVon tutors 6th-graders
Samantha Birger and Zach Negin in basketball
techniques.

MASK SHOW! From simple to ornate, from
fun to fancy, Davis Lower School students
made festive and beautiful masks in the spirit of
Purim. Younger students made colorful decorat-
ed masks, inspired by carnival themes, from
construction paper or thin rubber foam. Older
students made plaster casts of their own faces,
as shown above, as the basis for their masks and
embellished them with colors and designs
inspired by works of great artists.

NEW PARTNERSHIP. The Davis Academy
and URJ Camp Coleman have received a grant
for a special Jewish educator position that will
be shared by both organizations. The educator,
who is in the process of being selected, will
bring unique ways of Jewish learning to Davis
students during the school year and enhance the
camp experience for Coleman campers during

summer months. The Davis/Camp Coleman
partnership is just one of six North American
day school/camp partnerships to benefit from a
special $3.3 million initiative funded by the Avi
Chai Foundation and the Jim Joseph
Foundation. 

LESSONS THROUGH FILM. Davis Academy
7th- and 8th-graders attended a screening of the
film Kaddish for a Friend, an event of the
Atlanta Jewish Film Festival. The film, a story
of how a contentious relationship between a
Jew and a Muslim eventually becomes a friend-
ship, was followed by a panel discussion featur-
ing Davis’ own Rabbi Micah Lapidus as the
moderator. Pictured (front row, from left) are
8th-graders Blake Teilhaber, Harrison Lipsky,
Maddie Fleischmann, and Carly Shoulberg.

WEATHER WATCHERS. This year, Davis
3rd-grade classes are participating in the collec-
tion of precipitation information for a national
weather database. They measure rain or snow
amounts and record them to the Community
Collaborative Rain, Hail and Snow Network
(CoCoRaHS), which maps data for educational
and research purposes. Replacing the collection
container on a clear February morning are
(front to back) Daniel Ben-Moshe, Derek
Coffsky, Alana Kramer, and Jacob Frank.

DAY IN THE COMMUNITY. Davis’ Mechina
students have been learning all about people in
the community and their important roles and
jobs. On a day out, the five-year-olds visited a
dental office, a bakery, the Davis Middle
School, and the Vernon Woods Animal
Hospital, where students (from left) Ryan

Altmann, Summer Negin, Julia Moss, and
Sylvie Bella Brown pet a cat. The Sandy
Springs fire department paid a visit to the stu-
dents at school on a later day, because the fire-
men had to fight a fire on the day of the
Mechina students’ field trip. 

FIRST PLACE. Twenty-five Epstein students
took 1st place-honors and 47 students placed in
the top 3 places at the 2012 North Atlanta
Jewish Students Technology Fair. They will
now compete in the 2012 Georgia Educational
Technology Fair. Pictured: (back, from left)
Darelle David, Daniel Stern, Jeffrey Parmet,
Alexa Rakusin, Sloan Wyatt, Yoel Alperin, and
Sophie Yagoda; (middle) Jordan Lalli, David
Weinberg, Isabel Berlin, Hallie Bernstein, Josh
Weinberg, Ariel Mesnick, Jared Rakusin, Lily
Schneider, and Shira Alperin; (front) Avi
Pearlman, Micayla Pollak, Aliza Gold, Tess
Berman, Hannah Feldstein, Chloe Capes, Asher
Fitterman, Noam Friedman, and Caroline
Schneider 

A GOOD YEAR. After being undefeated all
year and making it to the finals of the Metro
Atlanta Athletic Conference Championships,
the Epstein Lady Eagles came up short in the
last game of the season against Ridgeview
Charter School. Third-year Head Coach Kristen
Davis, while a bit disappointed, was very happy
with the team’s successful season record of 12-
1. Pictured: (back, from left) Becky Arbiv, Alex
Plavin, Karin Videlefsky, Coach Davis, Dori
Greenberg, Arabelle Berman, Coach Vanessa
Tousant, Zavi Feldstein, and Abby Blum;
(front) Ilana Gorod, Sydney Shatz, Emily
Duner, Remy Zimmerman, and Rachel Kahen

INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE. Twelve
Korean students from the Fin English School in
Daegu, South Korea; Program Director Patty
Yoon; and Epstein alumnus Max Holland visit-
ed The Epstein School. The Korean students
spent a few days learning, sharing their cultural
experiences with Epstein middle school stu-
dents, and seeing what it is like to attend a U.S.

school. At the welcoming ceremony, the Korean
students introduced themselves and shared their
favorite American things, including Lady Gaga,
baseball, pizza, and hamburger. In the evening,
they enjoyed attending services at Temple Sinai
with Epstein students.

ROLE MODELS. The Epstein School recently
honored its food service manager, Jane
Escalera, and assistant Sara Togba as communi-
ty role models. In 2001, Jane’s family adopted
Yuri, a child from Russia; the Epstein commu-
nity raised approximately $10,000 to help
defray expenses. Wanting to pay it forward,
Jane participated in her church’s efforts to help
Sara and her family relocate to the United States
after fleeing Liberia. Jane helped Sara learn
English, hired her to work in Epstein’s kitchen,
carpools with her, and is a true friend. Now,
Sara volunteers weekly with Habitat for
Humanity, which provided her with a home.

NEW WEBSITE. The Epstein School has
launched a contemporary new website,
www.epsteinatlanta.org. This dynamic website
reflects the school’s new branding, is intuitive
and user friendly, and offers mobile users an
enjoyable experience by using the latest html 5
coding technology. The home page features
news stories, highlights, and buttons that notify
users of points of interest. The new navigation
is simple and clearly defined. Parents, prospec-
tive parents, and the greater community may
easily access news, special events, and key
information such as academics, volunteer and
donation opportunities, sports scores, after-
school care programs and clubs, admissions
information, and printable forms. 

LEADERS VISIT EPSTEIN. Recently, 700+
Jewish day school leaders and educators met in
Atlanta for the third annual North American
Jewish Day School Conference. For many
Schechter Day School Network educators, it
was also an opportunity to visit The Epstein
School, which hosted two days of tours, in
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which faculty, staff, and students showcased
Epstein’s approach to education. Epstein is a
pilot site for two Hebrew programs and a
“Badges” program, funded by the Covenant
Foundation, which employs technology to pro-
mote values. Student ambassadors greeted visi-
tors in Hebrew, English, and Spanish and pro-
vided their perspective on life at Epstein. 

GUYS LUNCH. Nearly 100 men showed up
for Greenfield Hebrew Academy’s first Guys’
Lunch. The lunch is designed to foster a
stronger, more personal connection between
dads and the school. 

MATHCOUNTS. GHA students Meira
Robbins and Abby Stein finished among the top
25% ranked students in the Mathcounts
Competition. Meira Robbins scored high
enough to advance to the March 23 State
Competition. The team from GHA finished
20th. In addition to Meira and Abby, GHA’s
other participating mathletes were Ethan
Robinson, Karen Asher, Linsey Cohen, Ben
Siegel, Daniel Shapiro, Matt Sklar, and
Jonathan Vainer. 

GHA BASKETBALL. The GHA boys basket-
ball team’s record this year was 9 wins and 1
loss. GHA took 1st place this year in division 2
of the MAAC League. Pictured: Head Coach
Tim Williams, Assistant Coach DeAndre
Gordon, and players Justin Uppal, Jacob Euster,
Ross Berlin, Dean Alkalay, Ben Siegel, Dustin
Dayani, Rem Hellmann, Greg Shapiro, Dauren
Parker, Ethan Robinson, Nathan Paull, and
Jonathan Bashary

TECH FAIR. The following GHA participants
in the North Atlanta Jewish Students Tech Fair
qualified to move onto the state level: Nicole
Nooriel (whose video, Putting the P Back in
PTSA, won 3rd place in the national Avi Chai

Day School Video contest and won 2nd place in
her category at the NAJSTF), Zach Maslia,
David Golfarb, Ben Engelman, Greg Shapiro,
Eliana Goldin, Katherine Cranman, Alissa
Newman, Adam Mualem, Sam Brenner, Jared
Amdur, Orli Rose, Maya Allen (pictured with
her 1st-place ribbon), and Tal Kochav. 

SIDDUR PRESENTATION: GHA 1st-graders
received their first siddurim in a special presen-
tation on Friday, February 17. 

SCIENCE COMPETITION. After winning 1st
place in the regional competition, 6th-grader
Deborah Broyde (right) qualified for the State
Science Competition. 

TECH SAVVY. Jewish students from inde-
pendent schools, public schools, and home
schools across the region competed at the 8th
Annual North Atlanta Jewish Students
Technology Fair. NAJSTF uses this forum to
demonstrate how students are integrating tech-
nology at the local school level as an extension
of the curriculum. The following Weber School
students were winners in their categories: Matt
Gang, 1st place, Digital Video Production; Ben
Goldfein, 2nd place, Digital Video Production;
and Talia Katz, 1st place, Web 2.0 Internet
Apps, and 3rd place, Technology Literacy
Challenge.

MOCK TRIAL. The Weber School Mock Trial
Team advanced to the regional finals of the
Georgia Mock Trial Competition. After the first
two rounds of competition, the team earned a
spot as one of the top two in the region and will

compete for a spot in the state championship
tournament. All twenty-one team members
worked incredibly hard to reach the regional
finals in just their second year as a team.
Individual award winners are: Joseph
Brickman, Outstanding Witness; Daniel
Gordon, Outstanding Attorney; and Jenna
Kaye, who won two Outstanding Attorney
awards.

HAVING A BLAST IN CLASS. Weber’s soph-
omore chemistry classes “launched” their dis-
cussion of chemical reactions by participating
in a practical demonstration of an alcohol can-
non. The alcohol cannon is a safe—yet
thrilling—way to demonstrate the large energy
changes that occur during the combustion of
alcohols. The cannon also nicely illustrates the
principles of thermochemistry, exothermic
reactions, and gas laws. Here, chemistry teach-
ers Nikki Brite and Jonathan Anderson used a
PVC cannon apparatus, packed with a foam ball
and 99% alcohol. When the alcohol vapor was
ignited, the foam ball was propelled down the
science hallway.

VISITING CHARLESTON. Members of
Weber’s sophomore class (pictured) traveled to
Charleston, South Carolina, for their grade trip
(tiyul). During the trip, the students volunteered
at the Charleston Jewish Community Center,
where they participated in site clean-up activi-
ties. Other trip highlights included a tour of the
city, where students saw the first synagogue
established in Charleston, Kahal Kadosh Beth
Elohim, and then had dinner with Weber alums,
who shared their insights about attending The
College of Charleston. There was also an
impromptu evening talent show that showcased
several sophomore boys.

SPRING FLING. Students in Mrs. Stevenson’s
honors physics class at The Weber School stud-

ied Hooke’s Law and conservation of energy
and kinetic energy during the class’ annual
“Spring Fling.” Working in groups, students
created spring launchers that required them to
aim and shoot a spring into a bucket, shown
here. The distance of the bucket from the
launcher, as well as the angle used to launch the
spring, required quantitative measurements of
both the force needed to compress a spring and
the velocity of the spring after its launch.

AN ARTFUL HONOR. Over 250 guests
attended The Weber School’s Securing The
Legacy Endowment Event honoring Carol
Nemo and Felicia Weber. During the evening’s
festivities, two unique art works were unveiled.
Weber seniors Mollie Bowman, Liam Jones,
Caroline Lee, Sophie Schneider, and Frank
Spiro worked with Judaics and humanities
teacher Barbara Rosenblit and local arts educa-
tor Sheila Miller to create the pieces. The large,
mixed-media sculptures can be viewed in the
school’s main entrance hallway. Pictured: (from
left) Liam Jones, Sophie Schneider, Mollie
Bowman, Frank Spiro and Caroline Lee

GEOGRAPHIC BEE. On January 10, Torah
Day School of Atlanta 6th-grader Moshe
Alterman (center), won the TDSA school-level
competition in the 1st round of the 24th Annual
National Geographic Bee. Other participants in
the school-level competition were Danielle
Gerson and Shimon Schoen (8th grade), Jessica
Kaminetzky and Aden Shmuel (7th grade),
Shoshana Tress and Tuvia Warga (6th grade),
Ora Fischer and Chaim Pollock (5th grade), and
Leeyah Lovett and Abe Schoen (4th grade).
Chaim Pollock was the 1st runner up. The grand
prize winner of this nationally sponsored bee
will receive a $25,000 college scholarship.

See CLASSNOTES, page 33
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By Erin O’Shinskey

L’CHAIM EVENT. Ketura Hadassah spon-
sored its 2nd Annual L’Chaim event, January
22, at Summer’s Landing Mt. Vernon. Panelists
Talya Bloom, RNBC, Rabbi Analia Bortz,
MD, George Fox, Esq., and Susan Rudnicki,
Ph.D., discussed the journey of living and
thriving fiscally, physically, and spiritually
throughout the stages of life. Following pre-
sentations, guests attended workshops, each
led by a panelist. 

Shelia Dalmat, Joan Solomon, Shelia
Parks, and Sybil Ginsburg of Ketura
Hadassah

CHALUTZIM LEADERSHIP PROGRAM.
Elana Axler was one of 12 junior high school
students in the U.S. selected for the Chalutzim
leadership program, which took place in
February, in Israel. The Chalutzim program,
sponsored by United Synagogue Youth (USY),
is an educational and leadership program con-
centrating on current events in Israel, as well as
the history of Israel. The 10-day trip incorpo-
rated workshops, hikes, tours, meetings with
prominent Israeli figures, and volunteer service
projects. Upon their return, program partici-
pants are encouraged to take on various leader-
ship positions within the youth movement.

PROMOTING INCLUSION. Temple Kehillat
Chaim’s Annual Jewish Disability Awareness
Month program took place February 24.
JDAM helps raise awareness and support
meaningful inclusion of people with disabili-
ties and their families in every aspect of reli-
gious life. Temple Kehillat Chaim is a nation-
ally recognized accessible congregation. Guest
speaker Leslie Lipson, an advocate attorney for

the Georgia Advocacy Office and project direc-
tor of the Safe Schools Initiative, coordinates a
multi-agency effort to end restraint and seclu-
sion in Georgia public schools. Attendees also
met the Winokur family and their son’s service
dog, Chancer, who was recently featured in
The New York Times Magazine.

Morasha and Iyal Winokur with Chancer

SOUTHERN FRIED SCHNITZEL. The Mt.
Scopus Group of Greater Atlanta
Hadassah presented a festive evening
of comedy with improv group Southern
Fried Schnitzel, January 28, at a mem-
berʼs home. The proceeds from this
event will be used to further the lifesav-
ing work at Hadassahʼs two hospitals
and groundbreaking medical research
in Jerusalem. From left: Josh Slovin,
Weston Manders, and Meira Merlis of
Southern Fried Schnitzel

JUSTICE DAVID NAHMIAS. Georgia
Supreme Court Justice David Nahmias
presented a program, “An Overview of
the Georgia Supreme Court,” at the Mt.
Scopus Group of Greater Atlanta
Hadassah general meeting, January 25,
at Congregation Or VeShalom. Justice
Nahmias explained the functioning of
the court, answering questions about
cases that have come before the court
before and after his appointment in
2009. Pictured is Justice Nahmias with
Mt. Scopus Group President Edie Barr.

BRANDEIS PRESIDENT VISITS. Frederick
M. Lawrence, the new president of Brandeis
University, Waltham, Massachusetts, visited
Atlanta, on January 11, to meet with alumni,
Brandeis National Committee members, stu-
dents, parents, and friends at a reception at the
Fernbank Museum.

President Lawrence (center), with two
generations of Brandeis graduates,
(from left) Dr. Roger Frankel ʻ88, Sue

Feldstein-Frankel ʻ88, Judy Feldstein
ʻ63, and Ed Feldstein ʻ61

Brandeis National Committee Atlanta
Chapter Co-President Rhonda Bercoon
(from left), President Lawrence, and
Atlanta Chapter Vice-President Barbie
Perlmutter

ATLANTA ARTISTS IN L.A. Atlanta artists
Flora Rosefsky and Maxine Hess have artwork
in the Jewish Women’s Art Network National
Juried Exhibition, “Song of the Land,” through
May 31, in Los Angeles, at Hebrew Union
College. JWAN, the only national non-profit
organization of professional Jewish women
artists in the United States, is a part of the
Women’s Caucus for Art. Almost 100 U.S.
artists submitted almost 200 works for consid-
eration. Juror Ruth Weisberg, artist and former
dean of the Roski School of Art, University of
Southern California, selected 44 works repre-
senting 43 artists.

Maxine Hess, Greyton Marsh II, 2011,
encaustic painting on board with
Japanese paper, 16” x 20” (photo
courtesy of the artist)

Flora Rosefsky, Divide the Waters,
2009, mixed media, 38” x 68”

RABBI JACOBS VISITS. On February 24,
Rabbi Rick Jacobs, the new president of the
Union for Reform Judaism, visited with Davis
Academy parents, faculty, and students; spoke
during Lower School Kabbalat Shabbat; and
toured the Davis Academy Middle School.
Rabbi Davis spoke about Reform Judaism’s
opportunities and challenges, such as reaching
out to the unaffiliated and meeting its respon-
sibility to the broader world, including stand-
ing in solidarity with Israel. Jacobs, who was

MISH MASH 
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on a national tour, said he was impressed by
the strength of the Atlanta Jewish—and
Reform Jewish—community.

Rabbi Rick Jacobs with Davis
Academy founders (from left) Harriet
Zoller, Carol Nemo, and Jan Epstein

BRANDEIS BOOK EVENT. Best-selling
author Mary Kay Andrews, of Atlanta, was the
guest speaker at the Brandeis National
Committee’s Annual Book and Author Event,
February 23, at the showroom of Baker,
Knapp and Tubbs. Proceeds from the event
will support the libraries at Brandeis
University. The national president of the
Brandeis National Committee, Leslie
Pearlstein, traveled to Atlanta from Boston to
attend the event as an honored guest.

Melissa Rosenbloum, co-president of
the Atlanta Chapter of the Brandeis
National Committee (from left); author
Mary Kay Andrews; and Rhonda
Bercoon, co-president of the Atlanta
Chapter of the Brandeis National
Committee

KIRSHNER AT MASSELL. Keith Kirshner is
the new director of The Ben Massell Dental
Clinic. In this role, Kirshner will focus primari-
ly on expanding BMDC’s capacity for care
through the recruitment of new volunteers and
engagement with community partners. In addi-
tion, he will oversee the staff and management
of the clinic, which is part of Jewish Family &
Career Services of Atlanta. 

Keith Kirshner (photo: Eric Bern Studio)

“The Ben Massell Dental Clinic has an
extraordinary mission, and running it is sure to
prove both exciting and challenging,” Kirshner
said. “I’m looking forward to working with all
of the volunteer dentists to build upon the clin-

ic’s 100-year tradition.”
A Pennsylvania native and graduate of

Skidmore College,  Kirshner brings a strong
combination of skills to his new role. He is a
versatile management professional with a track
record of growing organizations through
thoughtful planning, deepening existing rela-
tionships, and developing new opportunities
for growth and efficiency. He has built his con-
sulting, sales, and business-development career
exclusively in professional services and will
draw upon these areas to enhance clinic opera-
tions internally, while aggressively working
outside the clinic to “tell the story” of what
BMDC needs to stay successful and to grow. 

“Keith has demonstrated a passion for
rolling up his sleeves and achieving measurable
success through specialized client groups,” said
Gary Miller, chief executive officer of JF&CS.
Kirshner has worked with individuals from a
variety of companies, including research and
development heads of Fortune 500 pharmaceu-
tical and medical device firms such as 3M,
Dentsply, Johnson & Johnson, and Colgate,
and executive leadership at companies such as
the Coca-Cola Company, General Motors, and
Microsoft. His experience has encompassed
boards of directors and stakeholders, as well as
elected officials across the country. He has also
developed partnerships with national philan-
thropic organizations and led client teams in
providing a high standard of service and pro-
fessionalism.

JF&CS NEWS

GADOL OF THE WEEK. TDSA’s kinder-
garten boys, with their teacher, Morah Dena
Friedman, learn about a gadol (major Torah
scholar). Each week, the children learn about a
different gadol and his personal history.
Pictured here, one of the boys illustrates the
gadol’s life in pictures.

SIYUM. TDSA 4th-grade boys and their rebbe,
Rabbi Michael Alterman, celebrated a siyum
upon the conclusion of their study of

Mishnayos Shabbos. The class was treated to
cholent and chocolate cake, sponsored by
Rabbi Chaim and Mrs. Chaya Glazer. In addi-
tion, the boys were treated to a d’var Torah
from Rabbi Glazer.

MATH MASTERS. TDSA kindergarten girls
certainly know their math facts. They are learn-
ing from their teacher, Mrs. Ilana Shenk, all
about double digit math facts. Here, one of the
girls is writing vertical equations, such as 1+1
and 8+8.

FUN WITH VOLCANOES. It’s exploding in
the TDSA’s 3rd-grade boys class. Here they

researched and learned all about volcanoes and
then took their knowledge a step further to cre-
ate their own, using mixtures such as vinegar
and yeast or vinegar and baking soda. 

STORMY WEATHER. The 6th-grade boys in
Mrs. Castle’s science class at TDSA created hail
using water, ice and salt. The class is learning
about various weather conditions and their
causes.

STAR STUDENT. Sarah Chesler is Yeshiva
Atlanta’s 2012 STAR student. The Student
Teacher Achievement Recognition program
honors Georgia’s outstanding high school sen-
iors and the teachers who have been most

instrumental in their academic development.
Nominations are based on SAT scores and class
rank. Sarah is first in her class, with a 4.38 GPA.
She received the Georgia Certificate of Merit
from the University of Georgia and the State of
Georgia, has won numerous school awards, is a
National Merit Scholarship semifinalist, and is
a member of the National Honor Society.
Pictured here, Sarah selected math teacher Ms.
Patsy Cain as her STAR teacher.

CAUSE FAIR. YA’s Cause Fair, a highlight of
the school year, helps prepare students to
become engaged citizens. Before the fair, each
student selects and researches an underappreci-
ated cause, writes a paper arguing for its signif-
icance, and prepares a five-minute speech that
includes potential solutions. At the fair, atten-
dees vote for their favorite presentations. The
winners receive money to donate to charities
representing their causes. This year winners
were: 3rd place, Elan Miller, “Kids Without
Caregivers”; 2nd place, Yifat Kadosh (pic-
tured), “What if you Couldn’t Read This?
Illiteracy in America”; and 1st place, Sarah
Pepper, “Tay Sachs: What Would You Do?”

From page 31

Classnotes
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• Elegant Essen: Owners Marlene and Ed
Bercovitch are presenting an extensive
Passover catering menu, along with intro-
ducing new kosher-for-Passover items
including meat and vegetarian moussaka
and “kugel kraze,” which will offer a wide
variety of Old World kugels.
• Fuego Mundo: A special menu of Passover
catered meals and side dishes, which
can be reheated and served or frozen,
will be available for pickup on
Thursday, April 5. The restaurant will be
closed for the week of Passover. For
more information, call 404-256-4330 or
visit Fuegomundo.com.

MORE LOCAL PASSOVER NEWS

TheChosenKnish.com offers Passover
items including Zelda’s Passover novelty
treats (such as chocolate frogs and locusts),
chocolate-dipped marshmallows, raspberry
almond slices, international cheeses, Jack’s
Sausages, organic grape juice, Terra chips,
Hollywood safflower oil, and more. The
company offers online ordering, local pick-
up in the Toco Hill area, and now delivery
to Sandy Springs, Dunwoody, and
Alpharetta. For details or to schedule a
shopping appointment, call Jodi Wittenberg
or Justin Katz,  678-677-9492,  or e-mail
foodthought@thechosenknish.com.

In addition to meat and poultry,
Griller’s Pride has a “Passover Depot”
stocked with many kosher-for-Passover
groceries.

Several Atlanta-area Kroger, Publix,
Whole Foods, and Costco stores offer sub-
stantial selections of Passover grocery,
meat, and fresh fish items. 

BAIS YAAKOV COOKBOOK. If you are
searching for a hostess gift for Passover, this
book is particularly appropriate. All of the

proceeds ben-
efit the Bais
Y a a k o v
movement’s
Fund for
J e w i s h
Education.
The Bais
Y a a k o v
movement
is interna-
tional and

has educated
thousands of young women for nearly 100

years. The cookbook is a collaboration of
the global Bais Yaakov family. Along with
200 recipes, many of which are Passover
friendly, the book shares inspiration to uplift
and enhance kashrut and Jewish family life. 

It is available online and locally at
Judaica Corner/Chosen Treasures. For more
information, visit baisyaakovcookbook.
com.

From page 25

Kosher Affairs

See KOSHER AFFAIRS, page 36
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—————

“In every generation a person must see
himself as if he has himself come out of
Mitzrayim (Egypt).” As we relive our her-
itage, may Passover and our Seders be joy-
ous for each of us—a celebration of our
freedom. Wishing our readers a wonderful,
delicious, and kosher holiday!

What’s cooking? E-mail kosheraf-
fairs@gmail.com This column is meant to
provide the reader with current trends and
developments in the kosher marketplace.
Since standards of kashruth certification
vary, check with the AKC or your local
kashruth authority to confirm reliability. 

From page 35

Kosher Affairs

Our city has much to offer the fami-
ly, and this includes the kosher eating
family. When my Silver Spring,
Maryland, children and grandchildren
recently came for a visit, we had a won-
derful time. I am always searching for
family-appropriate activities for all to
enjoy. Here are some suggestions, espe-
cially if you are having Passover compa-
ny.

• The Fox Theatre: This destination is an
Atlanta classic. When I was a child, I
went to the fabulous Fox and enjoyed
movies. Now, it is a happening for me
when I take my grandchildren to this
venue. We recently went to see Annie. It
was outstanding. In addition to the
chuckles of Miss Hannigan (Sally
Struthers), my grandchildren marveled at
the organ as it dropped down, the blue
starry sky, and regal theater. The Fox is a
treasure that we must preserve.
• The Georgia Aquarium: We visit sever-
al times a year, but our recent visit was
even more entertaining and informative
than usual. The new Dolphin Tales show
is an irresistible production. If you sit in
the front rows, you’ll even get splashed!
And, how I loved the frog exhibit. The
most beautiful, colorful frogs are the
most poisonous—who knew? We
brought our kosher lunch and sat in the
open lunch area, where we were greeted
by Burt Scharff. A volunteer, he noticed
the yarmulkes, and, thinking we were out
of towners, offered to share information
about kosher Atlanta. Now, that’s
Southern Jewish hospitality.

Members of Scher family at the
Georgia Aquarium

• Of course, my family enjoys the World
of Coca-Cola as well, but the tasting
room is not Passover friendly. If you go
any other time during the year, do ask for
the kosher drinking chart. 
• Other kosher-friendly “bring your own

food” venues are Stone Mountain Park;
The Wild Animal Safari, in Pine
Mountain; and, of course, the beautiful
parks of North Georgia. 

Do share some of your kosher-
friendly family destinations with us at
kosheraffairs@gmail.com.

Kosher Family Fun in Atlanta
For Passover or year round…

See KOSHER AFFAIRS, page 40
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which provides donuts for various estab-
lishments, as well as the pre-packaged
donuts sold in supermarkets. Pre-pack-
aged donuts must have “#149” or “AKC”
on the inkjet. The AKC will continue to
supervise the four other Krispy Kreme
stores in Atlanta, Marietta, Riverdale,
and Buford.

TCBY, Bruster’s, Menchie’s, Whole
Foods, and Schakolad have some non-
recommended flavors or toppings. Please
check the kosher letter in each store.

Kosher Day 2012 is scheduled for
Sunday, April 29. People can enjoy

kosher food with their friends, while
watching the Braves play against the
Pittsburgh Pirates. For sponsorship
opportunities and details, contact the
AKC office at 404-634-4063.

Large cans of Kroger brand tuna no
longer have the OU. The small cans still
carry the OU.

Smirnoff Triple Distilled Vodka 100
Proof with the blue label (200 ml and 375
ml bottles) have been mislabeled as KSA
Dairy. This product is KSA pareve.

Tabatchnik New York-style chicken
broth with noodles and vegetables was

inadvertently labeled Kof-K pareve. The
product is Kof-K meat. 

If an item has a recognized hechsher
and it contains gelatin, one can assume
the company is using gelatin that really is
kosher. One example is Starbucks hot

cocoa mix with toasted marshmallows. It
has a Kof-K D and is acceptable. 

Orval Kent brand potato salad,
coleslaw, and macaroni salad, sold at
Sam’s Club, are no longer under the cer-
tification of the CRC. 

Slow Cooker Chicken
Serves 6-8

6-8 potatoes, chunked
1 cut-up chicken, about 3 lbs.
3 carrots
3 stalks celery
2 medium onions
2 zucchini
1 chopped garlic clove

1 teaspoon of favorite spices such as
thyme, pepper, parsley, rosemary, marjo-
ram, or a mixture of these

Place the potatoes on bottom of the
cooker, then add vegetables. Add chicken
and spices. Add about 2” of water or
broth to cover potatoes. Cook overnight
on low. 

This makes a delicious stew-like
chicken. To enjoy chicken soup, add
extra water or broth.

Slow Cooker Beef
Serves 6-8

6 medium-sized potatoes, chunked
3 lbs. beef, such as boneless chuck roast
3 carrots
3 stalks celery
2 medium onions
2 zucchini squash
2 cloves crushed garlic
1/2 cup ketchup
1/4 cup brown sugar
1/2 teaspoon pepper
1/2 teaspoon thyme

Place potatoes on bottom of the
cooker. Add vegetables, then beef and
other remaining ingredients. Add about
2-3 inches of water to cover potatoes.
Cook overnight on low. 

Purple Cabbage Salad
From Passover by Design by Susie

Fishbein (Artscroll)
8-10 servings

Cookbooks are my passion. I collect
them, I read them, and I use them. But,
no matter how many sit on my shelves, I
always return to Susie. This recipe by
Susie Fishbein is a staple in the Scher
home. This is a colorful, refreshing, and
healthful salad or side dish—perfect for
Passover and year round.

Salad:
16 ounces shredded purple cabbage
1/3 cup chopped scallions
3 carrots, julienned, or 1 (8-ounce) bag
shredded carrots
1 (11-ounce) can mandarin oranges
(reserve juice)
1-2 handfuls dried cranberries (can be
sweetened kind)

Optional: at Passover, add 1/4 cup sliced
almonds; for everyday meals, add 1/4
cup pine nuts 

Dressing:
4 tablespoons brown sugar
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1/4 teaspoon sea salt
4 tablespoons red wine vinegar
1 tablespoon reserved mandarin orange
juice
1/2 cup vegetable oil
1 teaspoon parve chicken consommé
powder
1/2 teaspoon garlic powder

Place the cabbage, scallions, carrots,
oranges, nuts, and cranberries in a large
zip-lock bag. Set aside.

In a jar or cruet, mix brown sugar,
pepper, salt, vinegar, reserved juice from
the oranges, oil, consommé powder, and
garlic powder. Shake in closed jar or
cruet until thoroughly mixed.

Add dressing to ingredients in bag,
and refrigerate for at least 1 hour to let
the flavors mix. 

—————

François Payard’s Flourless 
Chocolate-Walnut Cookies

Adapted from Chocolate Epiphany
(Clarkson Potter)

2 3/4 cups walnut halves
3 cups confectioners’ (powdered)
sugar**
1/2 cup plus 3 tablespoons unsweetened
Dutch-process cocoa powder
1/4 teaspoon salt
4 large egg whites, at room temperature
1 tablespoon vanilla extract

Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Spread walnut halves on a baking

sheet and toast in oven for about 9 min-

utes, until golden and fragrant. Let cool,
and coarsely chop.

Position two racks in the upper and
lower thirds of the oven and lower tem-
perature to 320 degrees. Line two large
baking sheets with parchment paper.

In a large bowl, with electric mixer
on low, combine confectioners’ sugar
with cocoa powder and salt; add the
chopped walnuts. Increase speed to
medium, and add egg whites and vanilla
extract. Beat just until batter is mois-
tened. (Do not overbeat.)

Spoon batter onto baking sheets in
12 evenly spaced mounds, and bake for
about 14 to 16 minutes, until the tops are
glossy and lightly cracked; shift the pans
from front to back and top to bottom
halfway through to ensure even baking.

Slide the parchment paper (with the
cookies) onto 2 wire racks. Let cookies
cool completely. Remove carefully with
spatula. Store in airtight container lined
with parchment for up to 3 days, or
freeze.

**Passover Confectioners’ (powdered)
sugar: In a food processor, combine 1 cup
granulated sugar and 1 1/2 teaspoons
potato starch. Process until desired con-
sistency is reached. You can make this
with regular sugar or vanilla sugar. (See
recipe below)

—————
Vanilla Sugar

Add 1-2 split vanilla beans to about
6 cups of sugar in an airtight container.
Keep container at room temperature;
shake often. After using, keep replenish-
ing the sugar. The longer the bean(s) are
buried, the deeper the vanilla flavor.

From page 36

Kosher Affairs The Passover Slow Cooker 
Adapted from recipes by Scher friends and family

From page 25

Kosher Korner
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During the last 60 years, meter for meter,
person for person, no other nation has done
more for the betterment of the health, eco-
nomic, and technological advancement of
the world population than Israel. It is a
story, although critically important, that is
not heralded and largely remains unknown.
We plan to present some of these unbeliev-
able accomplishments in an attempt to dis-
seminate the heart and soul of what and
who Israel really is.

LET THERE BE LIGHT. We are so used to
just flipping a switch and being surrounded
by light that it is hard to understand what it
must be like to not have the comforts that
come with electricity. We all have experi-
enced the frustration of having a loss of
light when the power goes off or the frus-
tration of traffic jams when electricity is not
available to power the fixtures. But what if
there were never a supply available?

Of particular concern to local govern-
ments are the adverse effects to the citizen-
ry that result from darkness in public places
and roads. In the underdeveloped countries
in the world, particularly in Africa, there is
an acute need to address these problems. 

Industries in different countries are
interested in supplying this market, but the
Israeli company Globe Light & Water
System appears to have developed the best
of products on the market. This solar-pow-
ered fixture has been designed with the
African heat, humidity, mud, and dust in
mind, and, according to Zeev Jakoby, man-
aging director, they have also “designed the
light poles in a way that no one can steal the
batteries from inside,” thereby addressing
vandalism, a major problem in that market.

A built-in microprocessor constantly
monitors and regulates a number of factors,
including battery charge and bulb tempera-
ture, and the fact that electrical consump-
tion can be lowered by 60 percent negates
the need for non-contained, external power
sources.

LIMITING DAMAGE TO HEALTHY
CELL WHEN USING RADIATION
THERAPY IN TREATING CANCER. As
we know, with many medical treatments
there can be some unwanted side effects.
One of the common procedures used in the
treatment of cancer is radiation therapy, and
with the present protocols there is the prob-
lem of some indiscriminate action on sur-
rounding healthy cells.

Founded in 2004 in Kfar Saba, Israel,
BioProducts, Ltd., has developed a balloon
implant, ProSpace, which is made from
biodegradable polymers that dissolve with-

in four to six months, thereby eliminating
the need for removal. The initial use has
been directed towards treatment of prostate
cancer.

A minimally invasive procedure, the
balloon is implanted to create a separation
between the tumor and the healthy organs.
In March of 2011, Padova Hospital urolo-
gist Fabrizio Dal Moro “reported to the
European Association of Urology’s 26th
Annual Congress that inserting ProSpace
between the prostate and rectum has been
shown to reduce the volume of rectum
exposed to radiation by 69.9%.”

ProSpace has been approved for use in
Israel; has received the European Union’s
CE Mark certification, allowing for sale in
Europe; and has completed a U.S. Food and
Drug Administration clinical trial protocol.

SCHOOLS IN SESSON. Gather a small
group of people in a small area of land
without any formal governmental structure
and without much in the way of natural
resources in the land. Put this together with
the fact that its population is a recent amal-
gamation of people from all different coun-
tries of the world, speaking an untold num-
ber of languages, having food and social
customs that are unique to their native
lands. Add to this the fact that it is sur-
rounded by well-equipped countries that
keep it under constant threat of annihilation
through the use of ongoing military actions.
What would you think a proper prognosis
would be as to the condition of such an
entity 60 plus years later?

Obviously, I am describing the State of
Israel. Would you believe that from its
embryonic status in 1948, it is now listed as
one of 34 counties that are included in the
list of countries in the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development?
The only other country in its area that is
listed is Turkey.

That organization also ranks Israel sec-
ond only to Canada in its list of the “10
most educated countries in the world.”
While the underlying real estate might not
contain the natural resources of other
nations, its natural resources lie on top of
the land. The commitment of the govern-
ment and the people of Israel to the devel-
opment of minds has given birth to so much
of the unbelievable technical, ethical, and
life-improving science that has propelled
the world into the next level of knowledge.

There can be little doubt of what this
little country, either on an absolute or on a
per-capita basis, has contributed to the
world. 

YOU NEED TO KNOW...
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By Susan Robinson

It was late in the evening, the best
time to push a cart in Publix. At that time,
the store is quiet, almost empty, and the
process of purchasing groceries is so
much simpler than it is during the day. As
I was going around a corner, I bumped
into one of my neighbors. 

“So,” she said, after she peeked in my
cart, “I see you’re by yourself at home.
You obviously don’t have any of your
children visiting.” 

I was mystified by this statement.
“That’s true, but how did you know that?”
I asked her.

“It’s the orange juice. You bought
‘with pulp,’ so I’m guessing it’s only you
and your husband at home. Your toddler
grandchildren wouldn’t like pulp,” was
her definitive response. 

Oddly enough, this was true. My gro-
cery cart is a dead giveaway of my empty-
nester status. The milk is non-fat, the cere-
al is whole-grain, and there’s not a single
box of mac & cheese in sight. My selec-
tion is strictly adult fare, with an eye
towards low fat, low sugar, and low salt—
and, some would argue, low flavor. Sure,
there’s one lone package of ice cream in
the cart, but even that is actually a low-
carb frozen soy dessert—a poor imitation

of the real thing. 
But all of this changes as Pesach

approaches. The out-of-town grown chil-
dren come in, bringing along their spous-
es and their children—and every sensible
piece of information that my husband and
I know about nutrition goes immediately
out the window. Inexplicably, potato
chips, chocolate lollipops, and rainbow-
colored matzoh cereal suddenly appear in
my grocery cart. When I arrive home, lug-
ging Passover groceries from the car, I
explain to my husband that I’ve purchased
just a few necessary staples. 

“Necessary staples?” he repeats.
“Since when are chocolate Seder mints
necessary staples?” 

And so I must gently explain to my
husband the esteemed role chocolate
Seder mints have in maintaining our tradi-
tions. How could we possibly conduct a
Seder without these delicious candies, or
at the very least, some toasted coconut-
covered marshmallows? Of course, we
know that matzoh and maror are the pri-
mary necessities, but there are some treats
that are so beloved and only available this

time of year, that we simply have to have
them. We have passed this hallowed cus-
tom down to the children, and now to our
grandchildren. We know that at some
point or other, the sweets must go on the
table.

Having the grandchildren in the house
means other accommodations as well. Our
trash, which we usually take out of the
house once a day, is now taken out almost
hourly. Except for Yom Tov itself and
Shabbat, the washing machine is running
non-stop. Little sneakers are scattered
throughout the house, and colorful chil-
dren’s picture books are on the stairs,
under the beds, and stuck between the
couch cushions. Small plastic sippy cups,
festooned with pictures of cartoon charac-
ters, are everywhere. And the brand-new
potty chair is in place, next to the bath-
tub—with us standing by, ready to
applaud. This is what Pesach means when
the children, and their children, come
home to roost—even though it’s only for a
week or so.

So the house seems to expand, and
then contract, only to expand again when
the next holiday rolls around. The children
and the grandchildren come and go. A few
Pesadik coconut-covered marshmallows,
on the other hand, remain in the cupboard
for a little while longer. And if we’re real-
ly lucky, long after the children are gone,
we find one or two leftover Seder mints.
It’s just enough for this empty nester cou-
ple to share and enjoy.

Happy Passover, everyone!

Al Wolmer is a busy man. In addition
to his duties as head of the math depart-
ment at Yeshiva Atlanta High School, he
presents papers on SMART Board usage
at conferences around the state and coun-
try, trains schools in the effective use of
the SMART Board, and has now had an
article published in the Journal of Math
Education at Teachers College (Columbia
University), “Integrating External
Software into SMART Board™ Calculus
Lessons.” How did this all happen?

Al is a civil engineer by education,
with a bachelor’s degree from Cooper
Union and a master’s degree from
Columbia University. He spent over thirty
years in industry, during the last ten of
which he also taught math at night at
DeKalb College (now Georgia Perimeter
College). Immediately after his retirement
in 2002, Al began teaching at YA. He has
been the head of the math department for
seven years.

Four years ago, Al persuaded YA to
install a SMART Board in his classroom.
He had been using technology in his class-
room to the extent he could, but saw this
as an opportunity to take his lessons to a
new, more effective level. Since that time,
Al has developed tremendous expertise in

the use of and design of lessons for the
SMART Board—so much so that he has
achieved the distinctions of SMART
Exemplary Educator and SMART
Certified Trainer. 

Al has presented at numerous region-
al and national conferences, including the
recent Georgia Educational Technology
Conference and the Teacher2Teacher
Conference, in Bow Island, Alberta,
Canada, as well as the annual meetings of
the Georgia Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics, and the Georgia
Perimeter College Math Conference. 

Al has trained the math and science
faculty at the Gwinnett School for Math,
Science, and Technology, in
Lawrenceville, and the RASG Hebrew
Academy, in Miami Beach. Naturally, he
has also trained YA faculty and continues
to be a resource for the school, helping
new teachers come up to speed as YA has
installed additional SMART Boards. He
does this while teaching his math courses,
which range from algebra I through AP
Calculus AB, as well as electives such as
SAT math prep, discrete math, and per-
sonal finance.

For personal finance, Al uses a cur-

riculum based in part on material provid-
ed by W!SE (Working In Support of
Education), a New York group that advo-
cates for financial literacy education in
schools. Al has been designated a W!SE
Gold Star Teacher for two years, and
Yeshiva is now a W!SE Blue Star School.
These designations result from a high per-
centage of students attaining certified
financial literacy on a standardized test
administered by W!SE.

Finally, Al is also an AP Calculus
reader for The College Board. Every June,
Al goes to Kansas City where he and 850
others read and score the free response
portion of the AP Calculus exams. Believe
it or not, Al thinks this is great fun and
views it as an opportunity not only to
develop and maintain professional rela-
tionships with other teachers but to
enhance his teaching skills.

Home is where the heart is (and the Passover Seder mints are there, too!)

Al Wolmer

Yeshiva Atlanta math head a busy man
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Laraine and Lowell Fine were among
the 14 distinguished recipients of the
United Jerusalem Medallion, presented at
the Israel Bonds Prime Minister’s Club
dinner, January 22, at the Boca West
Country Club, in Boca Raton, Florida. The
dinner is the traditional launching of the
annual Israel Bonds campaign.

Bonds President and CEO Izzy
Tapoohi co-presented the medallions,
which were created to commemorate the
45th anniversary of Jerusalem’s reunifica-
tion. He praised the Fines for “the exem-
plary leadership on behalf of Israel and
causes of Jewish concern that has made
them highly deserving of this honor.”

Atlanta native Lowell chaired the
Bonds campaign for three years and was
president of the Atlanta Jewish Community
Center and Georgia Chapter of the
American Board of Trial Advocates. He
served on the boards of Hillel, the Jewish
Federation, the YMCA, Georgia
Shakespeare, and Jewish Family & Career
Services. Laraine, a life member of
Hadassah, participates with ORT,
Brandeis, the National Council of Jewish
Women, and the William Breman Jewish
Home Auxiliary. She was among the recip-
ients of the Jewish Federation of Greater
Atlanta’s Women of Achievement Award
for her volunteer work at Congregation

B’nai Torah.
Development Corporation for Israel

(DCI)/Israel Bonds is widely recognized as
being among the primary catalysts for
Israel’s rapid evolution from struggling
agrarian nation to global economic power-
house. DCI, Canada-Israel Securities, Ltd.,
and Israel Bonds International (Europe and
Latin America), have secured worldwide
sales that, to date, exceed $33 billion.

Fines honored at Israel Bonds gala

Lowell and Laraine Fine

By Penson and Claudia Kaminsky

The Drama Department of Fitzgerald (GA) High School
staged the one-act version of Fiddler on the Roof in November
2011. At first, members of Fitzgerald’s synagogue community
were very skeptical about it, wondering how the department
would deal with a play about a Jewish experience. To our sur-
prise, they not only did everything right, they also won the
Georgia District Regional Competition. 

On January 21, the Fitzgerald Hebrew Congregation host-
ed a question-and-answer session for the local churches with
our student rabbi, David Minkus, conducting. Since it was one
week before Fitzgerald High School was staging the original,
full-length of Fiddler on the Roof, we invited the drama
teacher, Ms. Sheri Dorsett, and the cast members to participate.
Once there, she decided to inspire her cast and crew by having
them come to the synagogue in costume and makeup before
their dress rehearsal—all 70 of them. The two of us were there
to welcome them in. 

They all came on Tuesday, January 24, and asked questions
relevant to the play and to Jewish tradition. When we opened
the Ark to show the Torahs, there was an audible gasp of awe.
The visit ended with the cast singing the Friday night prayer
from the play. We were overwhelmed with emotion as we stood
in front of these talented young men and women singing so
beautifully.

The play Friday night was a religious experience for us and
fellow congregation members Jackie and Lamar Perlis. [Both
Lamar and Penson are synagogue trustees.] Before the play
started, it was announced it would be dedicated to the Jewish
families who immigrated to the United States from Russia,
especially the families that came to live in Fitzgerald. The four
of us ended the evening by having our photograph taken with
the cast. 

“Fiddler” comes to Fitzgerald

Claudia and Penson Kaminsky

Wedding scene: Rabbi (Ezzard Stewart),
Tzeitel (Taylor Collins), and Motel the tailor
(James Clements) 

Golde and Tevye 

Being photographed with everyone who
made “Fiddler” happen was a great way to
end the evening. Penson and Claudia
Kaminsky are 7th and 8th on the 2nd row,
and Jackie and Lamar Perlis are 9th and 10th.
(all photos: Tom Robinson)
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By Marsha Liebowitz

STALEY HEADS HOLOCAUST COMMIS-
SION. Viki Entrekin Staley was named execu-
tive director of the Georgia Commission on the
Holocaust. She has been with the GCH since
2006 and served as deputy director until 2011.
Previously, she was legislative assistant to the
chairman of the Georgia House of
Representatives Appropriations Committee.

Ms. Staley was
executive director
and chief lobbyist
at the Georgia
Society of
Ophthalmology
and lobbyist for
the Medical
Association of
Georgia for over
15 years. She par-
ticipated in the
I n t e r n a t i o n a l
Seminar for
Educators at the
I n t e r n a t i o n a l
School for

Holocaust Studies, Yad Vashem, in Israel, and
Holocaust Remembrance Study in Germany.

NAEP PANELIST. Mrs. Lisa Stroll, Middle
School language arts teacher at Torah Day
School of Atlanta, served as a panelist in the
Achievement Levels Setting for grades 8 and
12, for the 2011 National Assessment of
Educational Progress, in St. Louis, Missouri,
February 7-11. NAEP, widely known as “The
Nation’s Report Card,” compares performance
among states, urban districts, public and pri-
vate schools, and student demographic groups
and is sponsored by the U.S. Department of
Education. Panelists evaluate and classify stu-
dent writing samples to determine if a student’s
performance represents achievement at the
basic, proficient, or advanced level. 

PARADIES AT HARTSFIELD. The Paradies
Shops has been awarded a 7-year agreement
for retail spaces in Terminal E and the new
Maynard H. Jackson Jr. International Terminal
at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International
Airport. The full award includes CNBC News,
The New York Times Bookstore, Goldberg’s
Deli, Spanx, Pandora, Brooks Brothers,
Swarovski, Shades of Time, Soundbalance,
Sweet Auburn Market, Brookstone, and The
Body Shop. 

Several years ago, my good friend
Hirsch Bressler invited me to attend a
monthly study group in Blue Ridge,
Georgia, that he and his brother Richard
started. The Bresslers had lived in Atlanta
all their lives, and after Hirsch retired, he
and his lovely wife, Sharon, decided to
move to the foothills of the beautiful Blue
Ridge Mountains. (Actually, Hirsch didn’t
retire. He continued his real estate business
by selling mountain property.)

Living in the mountains was wonder-
ful, with great scenery, clean air, and a
relaxed pace. Hirsch felt, however, that
there was something missing. The boonies
didn’t provide the yiddishkeit offered in the
city. He knew that there were numerous
Jewish retirees scattered throughout the
area and wondered how to get them togeth-
er. 

Brother Richard referred Hirsch to
Rabbi Yossi New, a Chabad rabbi who
headed up Atlanta’s Congregation Beth
Tefillah. Hirsch asked Rabbi New how
many people would be required to have a
mountain study group. The rabbi said,

“Only one, and that can be you.” That was
the start of the Blue Ridge Lunch and
Learn. Today, eight years later, the member
list has grown to over 35.

I always seemed to find some excuse
not to come to the study group, which meets
on the first Wednesday of each month. But
this past February, I rode up to Blue Ridge
with Richard, his sister Ellen, and Rabbi
New. I was picked up at Congregation Beth
Tefillah, along with the rabbi, after Richard
had shopped for the kosher lunch that he
furnishes at each monthly meeting. Richard
explained to me that the rabbi was a very
punctual man and adhered to a rigid sched-
ule. The drive would take about two hours,
he told me. I thought it would be a great
time to interview the rabbi and learn all
about him. 

I was wrong. From the moment we left,
the rabbi was on his cell phone, either mak-
ing calls or receiving them. I did manage to
learn that he had been a Chabad rabbi for
over 25 years, and I found out what his
work entailed. He said that in addition to his
own congregational duties, he was the head
rabbi of Chabad for the entire state of
Georgia. Naturally, he couldn’t physically
cover all of Georgia, so he enlisted the help
of other rabbis and rabbinical students to
meet with groups of all sizes, especially
during the High Holidays.

Then came the big question. I asked
Rabbi New what he personally got out of

meeting with the Blue Ridge group. “Well,”
he said, “as a Chabad rabbi, I reach out to
people, offering them enlightenment about
the Torah and life experiences. The way
they respond is reward enough.”

Before we arrived in Blue Ridge,
Richard and the rabbi speculated how many
would be in attendance. Richard thought it
would be about 25, based on the food orders
he had received.

Hirsch Bressler and Rabbi New

We entered our meeting room, and I
was astounded to see 35 or more people
waiting for the rabbi. The group was made
up of men and women of all ages. I was told
that non-Jews often attended as well. I was
welcomed as a writer from The Jewish
Georgian and ushered to a seat next to
Rabbi New. After greetings, the group dived
into the kosher sandwiches and chips that
Richard brought. The discussion began

shortly after.

Hirsch Bressler, Rabbi Yossi New,
and Richard Bressler

Rabbi New discussed the Torah portion
about Exodus, raising questions about the
timing of the events, such as why the Jews
in Egypt celebrated their liberation from
slavery before the physical exodus, instead
of afterwards. I knew right then why time
was important to the rabbi. Rabbi New
made many provocative observations and
solicited comments from the group. He was
down-to-earth in his manner and speech. He
firmly held the group’s attention. I didn’t
notice anyone dozing or daydreaming. This
was truly a monthly learning experience
that these mountain Jews relished...food for
the body...nourishment for the soul.

As we prepared to leave, Hirsch and
Sharon Bressler invited me to come again. I
told them I certainly would. Kosher sand-
wiches taste better in a mountain environ-
ment.

Leon
Socol

BY

BUSINESS BITS
ATTORNEY WEISS BUYS THE JEW-

ISH TIMES.
Atlanta attor-
ney Clifford
M. Weiss has
a n n o u n c e d
that he has
f o r m e d
Zadok, LLC,
to purchase
the Atlanta
Jewish Times
from Adler
Publ i sh ing ,
Inc.

Weiss was

born in New Jersey, raised in Florida,
and educated at Emory. He and his fam-
ily live in Cobb County, where his law
office is located, and he has served as
president of Temple Beth Tikvah. His
daughter is a student at The Epstein
School.

Weiss stated that the paper will
“continue to cover news stories from
around the world that affect Jews,” and
that the goal of the paper will be to
“have content that will appeal to all seg-
ments of the community and be educa-
tional, provocative, and enjoyable, while
maintaining the highest level of integri-
ty.”

Viki Staley

Cliff Weiss
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Lunch and Learn in the foothills
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THE BREMAN HITS THE ROAD. The
Jewish community of Demopolis, Alabama,
once numbered 150 individuals. Today, only
one, Bertram J. Rosenbush, Jr., remains. The
staff of the Breman Jewish Heritage and
Holocaust Museum recently visited Bert and
his wife, Mary Louise, on their property,
located on Bert Rosenbush Road. In 1895,
Bert’s grandfather, Julius, established
Rosenbush Furniture, which served the
Demopolis community for over 100 years. 

Interior of Rosenbush Furniture
Store, Demopolis, Alabama, circa
1890

The Breman Museum staff visited the
Rosenbushes as part of an ongoing mission
to collect and preserve the history of Jewish
life in Georgia and Alabama. The Rosenbush
home held a treasure trove of family and
business objects, photographs, and manu-
scripts that will become a part of the muse-
um’s permanent collection. The
Rosenbushes have roots in the South that
date back to the Civil War, and Bert is the
last descendant of this family. 

Unfortunately, Bert’s story is being
repeated in communities throughout Georgia
and Alabama. Broad street in Selma,
Alabama, was once dotted with Jewish busi-
nesses. Today, only nine Jewish individuals
call Selma home. The Jewish businesses in
Selma are now closed, and the beautiful
building that houses Congregation Mishkan
Israel is in need of repair. Hanging in a frame
on the wall of the synagogue’s meeting room
is the original charter, dating from 1869. 

The Harmony Club, a Jewish social
organization, founded in Selma,
Alabama, circa 1909

Recently, The Breman conducted a
series of interviews in Selma. These oral his-
tories highlight Selma’s illustrious Jewish
past, which included three Jewish mayors, as

well as Selma’s complicated history during
the 1960s, when the city was embroiled in
the Civil Rights movement. 

A final road trip for the month of
January included a visit to Birmingham,
where Jewish community life is still vibrant.
While in Birmingham, Breman staff inter-
viewed Richard and Michael Pizitz, whose
grandfather, Louis, established a dry-goods
business in 1899. That small enterprise
would eventually become the largest depart-
ment store in Birmingham. The brothers
recounted numerous anecdotes about Pizitz
and also described in stark detail their fear
during the 1960s, when they were being tar-
geted by White Citizens’ Councils, which
opposed integrating Birmingham’s retail
stores.

In the interview, Michael stated: “There
was fear; there’s no question about it. It
never came to pass, but there was fear. I had
never had a gun in my life, and I had young
children, but I got a gun. And I remember I
kept the gun under the bed, I kept the shells
in the closet, and I had the bolt in the draw-
er. I couldn’t have got the gun together in an
hour.”

The Breman will be on the road again in
the near future. If you have an Alabama or
Georgia story to tell, contact Sandra Berman
at sberman@thebreman.org.

SUMMER INSTITUTE ON TEACHING
THE HOLOCAUST. “I’ve participated in
many classes, seminars, institute, etc. over
the years, but I’ve never experienced any-
thing as well-organized, well-sourced, well-
paced, stimulating, thought-provoking, and
profoundly moving as this one.” 

The above comment, from a high school
teacher, captures a sentiment often expressed
by teachers participating in the Breman’s
annual Summer Institute on Teaching the
Holocaust—that this has been the most life-
altering and yet life-affirming course they
have ever taken as professional educators.
This year, the one-week course for teachers
and lifelong learners will run from June 10-
15. Through the generous support of the
Bernard Birnbaum family, up to 30 teachers
will receive full scholarships to participate. 

The enrollment for the course has
always been diverse. Teachers attend from
every kind of school—public and private,
Jewish and Christian, religious and secular,
urban and rural. Homeschoolers, religious
and lay leaders, Breman members, and just
about anyone interested in the Holocaust
also attend. Over the course of six days, the
group hears unforgettable eyewitness
accounts by Holocaust survivors, as well as
lectures from master teachers on a wide vari-
ety of Holocaust-related topics—the history
of Christian anti-Semitism, the Nazi rise to
power, the Warsaw Ghetto uprising, the
Auschwitz death camp, Holocaust denial,
and the music and art of the Holocaust. 

Teachers participating in The
Bremanʼs Summer Institute on
Teaching the Holocaust listen to a lec-
ture in the museumʼs signature
gallery, “Absence of Humanity: The
Holocaust Years”

Teachers come to the Summer Institute
facing difficult challenges: How do they
convey the importance of understanding the
Holocaust to public school students? How
does a Jewish-school teacher keep 10th
graders interested, involved, and motivated
by a topic they have heard about perhaps all
their lives? How should they go about
teaching the horrors of the Holocaust with-
out horrifying their students? 

A sizable portion of time is, therefore,
focused on classroom applications, age-
appropriate teaching strategies and address-
ing Georgia Performance and Literacy
Standards. Besides a wealth of educational
resources, teachers also receive, at no extra
charge, the Echoes and Reflections curricu-
lum created by Yad Vashem, ADL, and the
Shoah Foundation. By the end of the week,
teachers develop many possible answers to

these challenging questions, and leave the
course with the confidence and knowledge
that are prerequisites for successful
Holocaust education.

For further information and registra-
tion, go to www.thebreman.org/institute.
Registration for a teacher scholarship
requires a fee of $25. Registration is $275
for Breman members and $350 for non-
members. Course registration includes all
materials and meals, as well as a one-year
membership to The Breman. For more
information, contact Dr. Lili Baxter,
Director of the Breman’s Weinberg Center
for Holocaust Education, lbaxter@thebre-
man.org and 404-870-1872. 

BREMAN MUSEUM NEWS
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